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Hershey Drafts Harvard Blind Student
General Lewis Hershey, director of the Selective Service
B o a r d, probably receives
some interesting mail. One
item deposited in his mailbox
might have given him a moment's pause, though.

OB, DEAR GENERAL Hershey

I'm writing to say
I'm so very grateful
You've made me 1-A.
Last April, Harold Krents of
Harvard Law School received
his draft notice. He was classified 1-A. Whic~ is extremely
interesting, since Harold is
blind.
1 Taking pen in hand, Harold

composed a ballad (to be sung
to the tune of "On Top of Old
Smokey") which he sent to
General Hershey.

• . • I'M WILLING to go, sir
I don't feel any fear
Make me a navigator
Or at least bombadier.
Being "tough and mean,"

Harold stated in the poem,
he'd be a great soldier, if furnished with _a "braille M16."
OB I'VE HEARD jungle fighting
Is really a groove
I'll just simply fire
When I hear something move. .
IN CONCLUSION, Harold

urged:
So, all blind write your draft
boards
And perhaps very soon
We'll be known throughout
Asia
As the crack blind platoon!
The ballad was printed in
the Newsletter of Recording
for the Blind, Inc.
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PEACE CONCERT 8 P.M.

In the following two installments of this
three-part series, Aboulhosn writ-es of the
commandos activities in Athens and Zurich,
the attack on the Beirnt'fntemaµonal Airport
an!] the story of the hijacking of the TWA
Boeing by Ute "popular front."

EDITOR'S NOTE: , Begi.nning with this
Issue . of The Oracle, USF student Ghazi
Aboulhosn writes of the Middle East conflict
and the Arab commandos, El Fatab. Ghazi,
president of the USF World Affa.irs Council,
delves into the feeling and the history of the
conflict and the Arab movement.

Arab-Israeli .War
Brings Destruction
To ~Middle East
many resistance groups came to existence ·the most powerful, Al Fatah, The Popular
Front for Liberation of Palestine, Al Saaiqa,
etc.
This summer I have visited three Arab
countries - Lebanon, Syria and Jordan. In
Jordan I have visited the Arab Commandoes
"Fedayeen". I interviewed them and witnessed· some of their activities.
THE ORACLE Lense penetrated deep in behveen the Commandos and accompanied them
in some of their training missiDns. In t-his issue
of The Oracle and in the next two coming issues I shall share with you my observations,
findings and photos.
I went to Jordan accompanying two young
Palestinian Commandos. One of them was a
graduate from Wayne State University, and
. the other was an.instructor in Physical Education who had lost his home, parents, wife and
two children in the 1967 war.
I arrived to refugee camp near the city of
Sult in Jordan in the morning. At that hour tlt'e
camp was full of ·movement. Young men in
their commandos unifonn and their Kalashinkov "Russian made fast automatic rifles"
heading for their training areas or coming
back from a training mission.
In this camp I was introduced to a beautiful
young girl. She was a senior in political
science at the American University of. Beirut,
Lebanon. She was about 5'4" with long dark
black hair and very attractive fai;e. She was
called Fadia. Fadia was supposed to facilitate
my interviews and show me around the camp.
THE FIRST thing I saw was some training
activities for tiger cubs "Ashbal" (young commandos). Their ages ranged,8-13 years old. It
was a serious and dangerous' training with live
ammunition.
·
Fadia told me, "YDu know it is true that we
faced a military defeat in 1967. But I assure
you that

The year of 1948, the year of 1956, the year _
of1967, the year Df ???
Three wars in our life ti.me between Israel
and the Arabs, three wars have brought death,
destruction and misery on many people. Three
wars within two decades have made of the
Middle East a powder keg that may explode
again _;and again, and with it may explode
other powder kegs east and west.
_
The people who suffered tlfe most fu 1:nese
wars were the people of Palestine. They lost
their land, their homes, and above all their
country, Pa lestine. On Dec. 11, 1968, the United Nations adopted a resolution which decreed
the repatriation of those refugees willing to return to their homes and compensation for
those choosing not to return. Israel refused to
take them back.

THEN THE Palestinian refugees round
turmoil neither of their doing nor of their
choice, becoming- overnight homeless, hopeless, with no earthly assets but the clothes
they have on.
·
For over twenty years the Palestinian refugees were the most important ramificatio~ of
the Arab-Israeli conflict. For that length of
time they have lived with their misfortune and
destitution in refugee camps.
In 1964 the Commissioner General of the
U.N. pointed out "there are families who are
still living in dwellings which are unfit for
human habitation; some in dark cellars, others
in crumbling tenements, ottiers in grossly
over-crowded barracks and shacks."
,
THE REGUGEES waited for more than
twenty years for justice that didn't exist to return to their homeland. They were prevented
from taking up arms by the Arab governments
until the war of 1967 when Israel defeated the
armies of Syria, Jordan and Egypt, occupied
the rest of Palestine and parts of Syria and
Egypt adding insult to injury.
Then the resistance movement sprouted
from within the Palestinian Arab refugees.
They took up a rms to fight their own battle;

(See ARABS Page 12)

.:sG ·.Reso-lutiol1
By STEVE SNOW
Staff Writer
The Student Government
(SG),jn only its second meeting, has begun to emerge as
one of the most active and
student-oriented student governments ever to· serve USF.
Last Thursday night saw a
chrestomathy of legislation fo.
traduced, from checking into
what the books tore is doing
with its reported $69,000 profits, to supporting an educational bond issue, t9 opposing
College of Education Dean
J. A. Battle's proposed reapportionment of the University
Senate.'
But perhaps the mos t important piece of legislation
reaching the floor was one
proposed . by Representative
Nick R. Hall, 3CLA, and Senator Jeff Smith, 4AIVIS.
THE RESOLUTIONS' introductory "whereas clause,"
which states the reason for
the resolution's existence,
stated that "a considerable
number of concerned USF
students have questioned the

competency of John S. Allen
to function as president of
that institution."
What the resolution proposes is a committee of five
members be set up "for.a n indefinite period of time for the
express purpose •of investigat•
ing tlie reasons underlying
these students' concern."
It . a:is ~ called for periodic
reports on President Allen's
activities which might "infringe upon the constitutional
rights of students, faculty and
staff and university personnel
and-or which might be found·
to disrupt or limit in any way
the processes of education in
whatever way they, might be
found."

COPIES OF the reports, the
resolution said, would be sub•
mitted to Pres. Allen, the
Board of Regents and the student body through The Oracle.
·
Senator Mary Rutledge,
who had supported the resolution before it came to the
floor, voiced opposition to it,
on the grounds that the SG
had " things planned for later

'Viet nam 'M orat oriu m'
Starts At USF Toda y
By CHRIS CLIFFORD
Staff Writer

Charles Wilson are scheduled
to talk.
Three veterans of the war
Today's Vietnam Moratoriwill
speak from 4 _to 5 p.m.
um will include a schedule of
concluding
the schedule of af.
organized activity planned by
ternoon
activities.
the Campus New Mobilization
A peace - rock concert will
Committee to End the War in
be held from 8 to 11 p.m. on
Vietnam.
The program began with a Cresent Hill. Music will be
showing of the war documen- _ provided by three bands, the
tary "In the Year of the Pig" Heritage, Joshua Dyke, and
the Beads.
last night.
Dr. Jack Moore, the overall
At 2 p.m. today, the Committee will have a panel dis- chairman of the Committee,
cussion in the University Cen- has written a play which will
be presented during the peace
ter ballroom preceded by a
short film , "The Magician" . rock. Entitled "At Home in
The discussion will be carried Vietnam", it is a Theater of
on by members of the aca- Degeneracy Production.
demic community, Dr. Phil
Al.SO PLANNED a re a poBosserman, associate profes- etry reading by Jim Palmer,
sor of the american idea, Dr. assistant professor of English,
Jack Moore, associate profes- and folk music ·by Walt Tersor of English, Bob Paster- • rie, Sheila Harty, and Michael
nack, and Sheila Harty.
Elworth.
The Committee has asked
MEMBERS OF THE community at large will speak ·that classes today be devoted
from 3 to 4 p.m. Otha Favors, to discussion of the war and
Rev. Roger Robbenbolt, Mrs. its implications as a part of
Florence S c h w a r t z, and the Moratorium.

The Committee has emphasized .t hat it is not affiliated
with ,any particular group or
organization. The Moratorium
here at USF has the official
support of the Student Government, the College of Basic
Studies, the College of Liberal
Arts, and the Sociology Club.

PRES.ALLEN:

Committee. A peace march in
Washington is planned for the
weekerid·of Nov. 15.
· The Committee asks that
anyone interested in going to
the Washington march check
with the Mobilization desk in
the UC or calr988-1185 for details.

1

'
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Sweaty People 200 ,Strong

New Committee
Starts To Work
The University Senate Council Committee on the USF
Constitution is now working on the development of a sµitable document.
Dr. Edgar Hirshberg, Professor of English and committee chairman, said ,t he committee is formed and has
received official recognition.
Faculty· members are Dr. Hirshberg, Dr. Robert
Fuson, Chairman a nd Professor of Geography, and Dr.
James Popovich, Chairman and Professor of Speech.
The staff member is Gerard McCabe, assistant director of the library, and Gregg Willis is the student on the
committee.
·
Dr. Hirshberg said the committee plans to meet once
a week. They wJJl study existing constitutions of Florida
state unversities and suggested formats or ideas submitted by members of the USF community. Dr. Hirshb~rg
emphasized that the constitution repres~nts_ !)1e en~re
University, and asked that any group or md1vidual wit~
any suggestions concerning the development of the constitution submit them to the committee in written form.
Proposals for the committee can be sent to - Dr.
•Hirshberg in care of the English Department.

It was hot last Wednesday, and bu.mid;
clothes sticking t-0 bodies, smells a.nd sweaty .
~pie- - 200 strong, came out to· listen to
the "Brothers" on Crescent HID..
The sound wa.s semi-freaky, . but nobody
seemed too terribly interest-eel. Sitting down
'"ith something to break the monotony was
enough.
So they sa.t, and the New Party said it was a
"jam" to raise money for themselves and
the Morat-0riu.m committee.
The Moratorium committee was there, too,

He cited the John's Committee investigations of the early
'60s, when a group of men
came to the university "to
find homosexuals," President
Allen "went to Tallahassee
and in an open joint session of
the state legislature, defended
this university and received a
standing ovation" for his defense.
"The resolution," said Hall,
who lives in a tent offcampus, is to get across to
him (Allen) that we are concerned:
"Right now," he continued,
"there is no effective means
of communication between the
students and 'the faculty and
the administration."
After a five minute recess,
Hall withqrew the r esolution
and vice president Tonkin referred consideration of the
resolution to a s ix-man committee, composed of senators
Jack Belford, Nick -- Hall,

chairman, Bob Pasternak,
Jeff Smith, Bob Hightower
and Mary Rutledge. ·
THE LEGISLATURE then
approved a motion to give
Pres. ·Allen a standing invitation to attend SG meetings.
SG President Steve Anderson delivered a speech t o the
legislature encouraging "all
members of the university
community" to use today, as
" a day for quiet reflection
and serious dialogue."
"This is an unusual opportunity for significant university-

NICK HAIL

skulking around with the little cans neatly
covered, with slits in the t-0ps so they looked
like the secret banks you had as a kid and
would willfully put pennies in.
But people didn't pay up.
they clapped condescendingly, and sat - or
stood - like plastic man-toys waiting to be
broken.
It was bot that afte rnoon, but a cold breeze
set in when there was a request ·for help.
No sweat ·off them.

Married Housing:
A Critical Problem
By VICKI SMITHSON
· Staff Writer
Phil and Alana Losonsky
rent a house. Chuck and

Questions Pres. Allen

on" that might be hampered
if the resolutiori passed. She
would not elaborate on what
the other "things planned"
were.
·
.Vice President and Dean of
Academic Affairs ·Herbert J.
Wunderlich, who was at the
meeting, told the .legislators,
"I think your, points merit investigation." .
HE CONTINUED, citing
how the President had "gone
to bat" for the university in
past issues involving faculty
·memb~rs and the university.

BOTH COLLEGES have
passed r:__esolutions suggesting
that classes be used for the
discussion of the war, .as the
individual instructor deems
such discussion to be academically meaningful.
The Moratorium is part of
the effort of the Mobilization

\

wide dialogue," he said.
Anderson added, "It is my
sincere hope that . we will be
able to come together in the
spirit of friendship and understanding and discuss in a
mea ningful way those issues
that are relevant to us all."
The statement came, apparently, in direct opposition
tD Pres. Alle.n 's announcement last Monday at a University Senate meeting that
~aid since the "university is
not in politics and does not
take any official opinion on
politicaJ issues" the school
would not suspend classes for
observance of the Moratorium.
He did say, however, that
the free period, at 2 p.m.
Monday's, Wednesday's and
Friday's, could be used for
"those who wish to express
themselves on the Vietnam
war or on other political issues" but their expressions
must be made "in an ·o rderly
fashion and do not promote violence or disruption of the ac' ademic program of the Uni•
versity."

Beverly Cuffaro rent a duplex. John and Marcia Pennington III are buying a
house. Phil and Joan Runnels
own a trailer. Steven and
Linda Urgo rent an apartment.
What do all these seemingly
unrelated couples have in
common? They are all married students attending USF.
The much-talked a bout ma,rried housing problem is very
real to these people. They
must pay for their college
education, pay rent or mortgage on their homes and hold
cl.own a job to take care of
their financial needs.

JOHN AND MARCIA Pennington III are in the best position. They make mor tgage

Inside
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Page 2, a soul experience,
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payments of $174 a month on
a three bedroom, two bath,
air-conditioned home in Temple Terrace.
John is a retired Marine
Captain who is ma joring in
engineering. Mar cia has a
federal grant to study at USF.
They live on John's pension
which is adequate for their
needs. They have one child, a
22 month old boy.
John doesn't like the idea of
trailers on campus. "I think
it's one of the poorest ideas I
ever heard of," he said.
"There are plenty of houses in
the area to buy." He did say,
however, that renting a house
wasn't very easy.

PHIL A1'1D ALANA Losonsky must have hit the house-"
renting market at the right
time. They pay $90 a month
for a house on North Edison.
·A friend of Phil's father
bought the house and rents it
to the Losonskys.
Phil is a full-time Management major and is on a lo:3-n.
Alana is _part-time and works
in the Admissions Office.
They have few financial prob1
!ems now that their little girl
doesn't have to go to the doctor very often.
Phil and Alana looked for
an apartment before they got
their house. "It's just too expensive for a married couple
to rent an apartment," Alana
(See MARRIED, Page 3)
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'Anti-SDS Legislation .
Could Be Trouble'-Kibler

Portraits
Date Set
Portraits of seniors for the
1970 Aegean will be taken
next Wednesday-Jrriday, October 15, 16 and 17 between 8:45
p.m. and 4:30 p.m. in the University Center, room 223,
Myles Ross, 1970 Aegean editor, said.
Seniors who will comp,lete
the requirements for graduation by June are asked to call
ext. 2679 or come by UC 224
before next Wednesday to
make an appointment.

t,_
8,._ .&a.~

Basic Studies
·To Support
M·oratorium

Beautiful

Band Plays At Black Festival

Black Festival ·
, Brings Out '·Soul'
It was supposed to be a Black Festi•
val.
Wliite people have a hard time realizing what Black means. It doesn't necessari■
ly m.ean afro haircuts, or shoeshine boys.
~ Or the "culled lady" _
you see waiting for
. the ·bus in the rain after cleaning a white
woman's house.
It can mean that, but not necessarily.
Black is kids using empty soft drink
cans to have a war; it's feeling good when
.the sun gets hot and you feel a kind of
warm chill down your back.
Black is a little girl dragging a black
•doll, iust the way a white girl drags a white
doll.
Photos by Ken Dun1o·p .
1
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.lopez Explains

Precinct System
Attorney Walter M. Lopez
Jr., President of the Hillsbor~

ough County Young Democrats (YD's) addressed the
USF YD's during the Oct. 6
meeting. ·
,

Introduced by Richard Plocica, president of the USF
Chapter, Lopez explained the
I
• · changes in the Hillsborough
·.·\ County Precinct S y s t e m
which · were approved during
the 1969 Legislative Session in
Tallahassee.
Under the former system
the county was divided into
119 precincts, with two community leaders per precinct,
totaling 238 county leaders.

e.

Under the new system, effective January 1970, there
will be a total of 40 county
precincts of equal representation, not varying more than 5
per cent in population. A reduced number of precincts
and leaders in the Democratic
Party Organization is expected to prove more manageable
. and effective in reaching the
voters in the upcoming campaigns, Lopez said.
Lopez stressed the need to
co-ordinate efforts and activities between the County Democrats- and the USF Chapter
during elections. Lopez stated
that during a campaign
"there is always a job for
someone who wants to work."

c1f

He alscx emphasized the importance of working in campaigns at the s tate and local
levels.
Anyone interested in joining
and working with the Young
Democrats of USF is invited
to check the University Center Bulletin Board each Monday, at 2 p.m., for the room
number of the meeting.

PROTECTIVE LIFE

VICE PRESIDENT for Student Affairs Herbert J. Wun-

·planetarium
Program Set
"Our Travelling Earth" \vill
be the October program at
USF's planetarium. Schools, clubs and organiza. tions will atend lectures on
the earth's travel through
space, and the effects of this
motion on other planetary
bodies.
The program, which will _be
in the planetarium each Sun.dar in__October at 2 :30 p.m.,
will be·open to groups (of fifty
or more) from Tampa.

Has·Done A Lot Of
Graduate ~tudy

~nd we\·e come up with some pretty important informatton. For example, we know that college men are in the
~est health pl!riod of their lives, that they have a greater
ltfe expectancy, and •that they will command greater in•
comes in less hazardous occupations than most people,
And because of'this, we've designed a special life i nsurance-savings plan especially for coJlege men. It's called
the Protective Life College Senior Plan, and offers exceptional benefits .at preferred rates. Covcra!!e includes
accidental death, disability, and a protected i nsurability
benefit, The College Senior Plan has no war exclusion
clause, offers full aviation coverage, and becomes completelr paid up at notmal retirement age. Also, premium
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
Get full details from these College Representatives:
Jack F. Newkirk_
•:.
Joseph S. Waters:
Adcock-Moore & Associates
Suiw 206, Mariner Building
· 5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel. : 877-8391

PROTECTIVE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

The

Do you. have the
natural talent to succeed
as a professional pilot?
Flight Safety's n~w Aviation Aptitude Test can tell you
"Pete" Baldwin, is
Flight Safety's Vice
President- Primary
Training Division.
He has over 7,000
hours of flight time

-holds his ATR,
CF/, C/FI, AG/, /GI
and certified FAA
Flight Examiner.

Frankly, I can't Imagine a more excit•
ing life for a young man than aviation
••• a fast-growth industry that is changing·the world. And I'm not just saying
it. J!ve been flying since I was a young
man and I wouldn't trade this profession for any other. My flying know-how
has enabled me to travel to fascinating places, meet famous people, lead
a life of freedom and independenceand make good money too.

An Unlimited Future ·
There are many good flying jobs available today- but not nearly enough
qualified men around · to fill them.
Corporations pay pilots up to $30,000
a year. And it Is estimated they will
need over 22,000 new pilots in the
.next five years. The demand for airline
pilots will nearly double by 1980.
These pilots now earn up to $36,000
a year and contract negotiations now
underway are calling for salaries of up
to $70,000 a year for Captains. And
general aviation- from crop dusting
to air taxi service - is expected to
need close to 65,000 trained pilots in
the next decade.

You Learn With the Professicln1ls
Who Train Professionals
The instructors at our training centers
are all skilled professionals. For the
first time, men who want to learn to fly

WALTER LOPEZ

• • • speaks here.

, -

- r.;::'..~

Flight Safety, Inc.... is the world's
leading pilot training organization,
with 9 facilities around the country .,.
providing quality, professional train•
ing for beginners as well as seasoned
pilots flying for airlines, and many
Government agencies, and for 8 out of
10 of the country's leading corpora•
tions.

Limited quantity! Only enough for about half the students
on this ·campus!

. Home Offic~Birmiogh\\Ill, Alab2!9.L:..

1 .,.,

How Flight Safety Trains
You for Success

AT YOUR COLLEGE STORE SOON!

USF BOOK STORE
AND CAMPUS SHOP~

i

I

'cff.nn- <11'lnn 9.fo'r.a.£ dhop
•Pl(;!Al.lZJNCI

BEER BLAST

~.A. j

Resolutions endorsing the
Viet Nam Moratorium and the
immediate reinstatement of
American Idea Professor,
Robert Stevenson were passed ·
by the College of Basic
Studies Association Gouncil at
their meeting, Friday.
Diane Salvage, council trea- ·!(jj
surer, announced that Dean rn
Edwin P. Martin had given
his full endorsement of Council actions to establish departmental councils, patterned
after the American Idea Parliament.
These councils, which wiil
be made up of representativ~s
of the students. taking courses
in the department will serve
as a communications channel
between the students and the ~
departmen C They will ' be ™.
coordinated by the Associa- ~
tion Council.
Four vacancies exist on the
Council 'due to vacancies
which occurred during the
summer. Those interested in
serving on the Council should
leave a note in University
Center, room 421 or attend the
next meeting, friday at -2
p.m. The room will ·b e posted
in the University Center.

PHONE 971•5947

A bill proposing to bar Stu- derlich who turned down the against the war, racism and said at Lakeland, "and by endents for a Democratic Socie- petition did, however, outline other such problems," SPU acting this legislation you
ty (SOS) from state-supported a procedure for formation of a pres. John Sugg said.
play into their hands."
colleges and universities was local student organization de"When the Legislature gets
"These people (Reed and
approved in Tallahassee Oct. signed to seek changes in the · others) must be afraid of rad- directly involved in the ad7 by the House Higher Educa- University.
icals or they would not pass ministration of higher education Committee. Re g en ts
tion, I think that's a misSuch changes should be such legislation," he added.
Chairman Burke Kibler pre- through lawful and peaceable
take," ·he contniued. "You
dicts ·that it will only bring means that makes "explicitly
"THEY (THE radicals) cannot make these radical
trouble to the campuses.
clear in the title, objectives want confrontation," Kibler groups go away."
Introduced by Rep. Don and procedures of the constiReed, the bill has also been tution and by-laws that the 'or,:~A
accused by University of Flor- ganization is in no way tied to
~~ ~
With The Soul Sounds OfThe
ida (UF) militant students of the national organization, Stu-W~
Raven
stemming from fear and dents for a Democratic ~ocie•
,._A~
f
.THURSDAY 9 to 12 P.M.
being promoted by a desire to ty."
30th St. At Busch.
ALL YOU
GIRLS $1.00
suppress freedom ·of expres·SDS is not recognized at UF
OPEN THURS. Thru SUN.
CAN DRINK
GENTS 3.00
sion.
either. O'Connell, however,
Stephen O'Connell, presi- pointed out that· SDS. could
dent of UF, said he would ' probably circumvent the ban.
leave the wisdom of such proAgreeing with O'Connell is
posed legislation to the law- Dr. Kenneth Megill, militant
makers.
philosophy professor at UF.
"It doesn't make any differUSF PRES. John· S. Allen
ence
that SDS · is not recogsaid, "I regard existing Board
of Regents policies and those nized on campus," Megill
Hairs_tyles
of our own University as .ade- said. "Several student organizations
and.
faculty
organizato Flatter ·You
quate to responsibly act on
student organization matter~ tions have said they would
sponsor them if there was a
on our campus.
Our heauticiam are expe_ris at creat"I do not feel that specific need."
ing the style you desire. Change
legislation regarding SDS is
THE STUDENT PEACE
your look with a cut or a new set.
necessary, but would not Union (SPU) at UF sponsored
question the wisdom or intent a meeting of SDS to plan
of any proposed legislation anti-war mobilization and spe~Jw1-LAt1riti.
pertaining to that controver- cifically today's Vietnam war
lt11ty Silo■ & Wig Ctnttr
flttditr A11, at 221111 St.
sial organization," he said.
moratorium. The meeting was
Pho111 97l•7432 .
SDS was denied recognition held at the Student Union.
at USF on May 30, 1968 on the
"The SPU will continue to
grounds that "only those stu- sponsor such groups that are
dent organizations be recog- 1~~~~~~~~~~~~.!...:==~~~~~~~.:____J~~~~~~~~~~~~
nized w hi c h are self.
determining; free from outside, non-university direction;
voluntary, and supportive of
the aims and purposes of the
University."

-or to up-grade flying skills-now
have available to them the expensive
equipment and techniques which were
develQped for training professional
pilots.
What Do Our Graduates Say?
Our graduates write us daily telling
how they are moving ahead and mak•
ing money with the superior ability to
fly which they gained at Flight Safety.
Robert Robar of Miami, Florida, writes
"The 'Flight Safety' on my applica•
tions have lit the eyes of airline recruiters. Don't know of anythin·g or
anyone that c;ould have helped me
more." Ric~ard Kurth, Benton Harbor,
Michigan, now working as a corporate
co-pilot reports, "Expect $1,000 a
month ••• much of the c redit goes to
my flight instructor," And from Robert
Burkhardt of AOPA Pilot: "From my
own experience ... of the 1700 other
(flight schools) that have qualified for
FAA approval, Flight Safety, Inc. has
to be one of the· few that set the standard by which others can be judged."

Veterans Receive Up to 90%
of Tuition Costs
Many of our beginners never saw so
much as the inside of a cockpit before
entering training. A great many are
veterans ... since Flight Safety training
is approved for qualified veterans,
they can be reimbursed for up to 90%
of the tuition. But all who qualify for .
Flight Safety training must have one

r;:::i
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Flight Safety's chief Instructors have
developed a revealing new aptitude ·
test to tell you wheth er you have the
natural ability and judgment to succeed as a pilot. It's easy to do--you
don't have to know anything about flying or airplanes to take it. But from
our analysis of it, we can tell whether
you've got the makings of a first-rate
pilot ... the only kind Flight Safety Is
determined to turn out.

Our New Aviation Success Kit
•.• Yours for Just $1.00
For young men who are ·seriously in•
terested in succeeding as a pilot, we
have prepared a new kit which includes our Pilot Training Guide plus
our new booklet on "How to Succeed
in Aviation." In it ,you'II learn about .
our Aviation Aptitude Test. You'll read
about the opportunities ahead as well
as the requirements for moving ahead
in your ratings. Learn about our services like Career Counseling and our
Aviation Employment Clearing Center.
And you'll learn how you can gain that
special edge when it comes to getting
the big jobs in aviation ... from the superior training and ability you'll get at
Flight Safety.
To receive your copy by return mall,
simply send $1 with the coupon today._
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Yes, here Is my s1.oo: Send me your Aviation Succes; Kit,
I am interested in your program(s) for:

_ D

D

, NAME

D

Learn About Our Revealing
New Aptitude Test

Marine Air Termlnal/Sectlon
LaGuerdla
Flulhlng, N,Y.11371·
. Airport,
..
.

D

o·

ci

thing in common ... the ingredient we
call "the aptitude for flying."

I have the
following ratin!2-----

0
------

l ama
Veteran

STATE

ZIP

STREET
Flight S1f1ty Prh111r, Clntll'I 11:
.
Vero Beach, Florida/ Republic:, New York/H1yw1rd, Long Buch/ San Carlos, California.

Ma.rried Students
(Continuel From Page 1)
said. ''It's just ridiculous."
CHUCK Ai"ID BEVERLY
Cuffaro have it pretty good,
too. They rent a furnished duplex for $95 a month. They
feel very lucky to have found it
since places like it are "extremely hard to find."
"You can't find anything
that is liveable under $125,"
Chuck said. "When we first
crune here about one and a half
years ago, we rented an old
house for $80 a month. But the
cockroaches were terrible.
One night during our first
_ week there, we woke up about
5:00 a.m . and there was a
roach in Beverly's hair." He
grimaced at the memory.
"We got out of bed, packed
our bags and left." They
stayed at a motel a week before they found the duplex.
Chuck is an Engineering
major on a scholar award.
Beverly makes $250 a month
working at the Marine Bank
as a teller.

CHUCK IS adamant on the
subject of landlords. "They
are soaking the students because they know students
have to stay somewhere, he
said. Everyone is making a
big profit and the students are ,
losing out . and USF should do
something about it," he concluded.
Chuck thinks trailers may
be the answer and he doesn't

-- Harried Problem

think they would deteriorate.
Linda Urgo does not share
his views. "Studying in such a
small space as a trailer is almost impossible, especially
with an 11-month-old son running around," she said.

counting and is a part-time
student.

PHIL THINKS trailers on
campus is a great idea. "The
older people in the local parks
don't · appreciate a 1ot of
young couples," he said. "And
when you rent you don't have
anything but a handful of rent
receipts. With a trailer, after
you get through with it, you
can sell it and get some of
your money qack. You can

Steve and Linda Urgo
haven't been as lucky as the
other couples. They° pay $132 a
month for an unfurnished
apartment at the Carlton
Arms in Egypt Lake. •
Linda attends classes parttime at night as a psychology
major. She babysits during
the day while Steve goes to
school. He is a Political
Science major .and refinishes
furniture in the afternoon.

These are just five couples
of the many on .campus. They
represent the different types
of homeowners in different financial situations. Yet they
all have something in common ·- they feel there is a
great need for on-campus
married housing.

~ 4t • ~

Students interested in alleviatin.g the problems of married housing will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. in the University Center RDom 251.
Because of an article on
married housing in the Oct. 8
issue of The Oracle, John
Greer, CBS representativ e,
received much student response, all in favor of his

Married Housing
Married students who come
to USF often must find
apartments faraway from
c a -m p u s. Some of these
apartments are quite ex-

Phil will graduate this quarter with a degree in Speech.
He works at Infomation Services and has GI Bill. Joan
works in Finance and Ac-

pensive. Needless to say,
they are not the best in the'
world. Yet, somehow, they
_manage to 'survive' through
the whole experience.

~ -'.J ~

(ETS) announced today that
undergradua tes and others
preparing to go to graduate
school may take the Graduate
Record E xaminations (GRE)

dates during the current academic year.

The first testing date for the
GRE is Oct. 25. Scores from
T
THURSDAY 9 to 12 P.M.this administration will be reported
to the graduate schools
•
30th St. At Busch·.
ALL .YOU - GIRLS $l.00
OPEN THURS. Thru SUN.
before Dec. 1. Students planCAN DRINK
GENTS 3.00
.; ~:::=:::::=: =~~~~=== ======== ==~~o~n:_ :a~n~y~o~ f__:s~i~x_ .'.!d1~
·ff~e~re~n~t~te:s'.:.t ning to register for the October test date are advised that
applications received now will
IMPORTANT NOTICE
incur a $3 late registration
fee.

.

H,_

.,......__: O#'Aj_

~

,·r-- --- --- --- --- --- --- --

FIVE .LINES

After Oct. 10, there is no
guarantee that applications
for the October test date can
he processed.

(27 spaces each) .
'•

problems of commuters. They
are also studying the transportation problems of students
'in Fontana and DeSoto Halls.
One solution they are considering for this problem is
the use of shuttle-busses.
'
BOB HOGUE, chairman,
and his Resident Affairs corn-

Married Students ·To Meet
Thursday At 2 P.M. In UC

STEVE IS IN line for a post
office job. If he doesn't get it,
the Urgos will have to move
to a university with oncampus married housing. "I
can't see why there isn't any
here. What they are doing is
discriminating against married . students," Linda explained. "It just isn't fair."
While Linda doesn't like
trailers, Phil Runnels does.
Phil and his wife Joan bought
a trailer two years ago. They
_pay $25 a month for the land,
located two miles north of the
campus.

.BEER BLAST
With The Soul Sounds Of The
. Raven

By BERNICE HULL
Correspondent
The six Student Government
(SG) committees have many
plans for this quarter, SG vice
president Chuck Tonkin said.
The Commuter Affairs committee, headed by Jeff Smith,
plans to look into the parking

\

Educational Testing Service

A

SG Committees Plan
Busy Fall Qua rt~r _

also deco~a te a trailer for
about as much· as one room in
a house would cost," he explained.

Testing Services ·Sets
Deadline For GRE Tests
,,._ ~ - · _

THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, Octo~er 1s,' 1969-3

THE OTHER FIVE test
dates are Dec. 13, Jan 1, Feb.
28, April 25, and July 11, 1970.
Equivalent late fee .~d registration deadlines apply to
these dates.

for, __

per insertion

15c each additional line

Deadline 2 p.m. Friday
ORACLE OFFICE CTR222
2-4 P.M. DAILY
OR BY MAIL·
AL~ ADS MUST BE PREPAID

ORACLE Classifieds

Choice of test dates should
be determined by the requirements of graduate schools or
fellowships to which one is
applying. Scores are usually
reported to graduate schools
five weeks after a test date.
The GRE includes an Aptitude Test of general scl)olastic ability and Advanced Tests
measuring achievement in 21
major fields of study.
Full details and registration ,
forms for the GRE are contained in the 1969-70 Bulletin
of Information for Candidates.

THE BULLETIN also contains forms and instructions
for requesting transcript service on GRE scores already
on file with ETS.
Application forms may be
obtained in the Office of Evailuation Services (S o c i a l
Science Phase II 222). The
booklet may be on;lered from
Educational Testing Service,
Box 955, Princeton, New Jersey 08540; Educational Testing Service, Box 1502, Berkeley, California 94701; Educational Testing Service, 960
Grove Street, Evanston, illinois 60201.

'

CATCH the BUS and LEAVE the
SERVICE to
J

SPECIAL BUS for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF
ADMINIST RATION BLDG. AT

8:15 a.m.
Return Trip 4:30 p.m.
Night Service on Tues. Till 9 PM
By Appointment
Mon. - Fri. 7:30 AM to 5 PM
However Car Pick Up Availabl11

BIR DSO NG MOTORS.,;~~~- ~
11333 N. fLORID A AVE.

Authorized
Dealer,

,
(

Center Hours
Set For Fall
The Instructional Materials
Center (IMC) has announced
new hours for Quarter I.
Tl)e hours vary from day to
day:
Monday - 9
to 9 p.m.
Tuesday - 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday - 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Thursday - 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday - 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The IMC is closed Saturdays
and Sundays.

stand. \
Greer plans to meet informally with Andrew Rodgers, USF Business Manager,
this week to discuss the problems of married student housing and determine needs.
Rodgers said two students
had called his office to urge a
solution be fouqd regarding
the problem of married housing.
Greer made Mo reservations to his original proposal
of a mobile home park on
campus. "The project can
work only if it is state sponsored and restricted to married students only," he stated.

mittee are checking into possible improvements L, housing
policies. They are also checking the policy on alcohol ·on
campus.
A third project iSI looking
into the check cashing policy
of the Book Store and the·
Cashier's Office.
The Internal Affairs Com- mittee and chairman Hal
Price are studying the quarter system, the Bill of Rights,
and the Bookstore.
They will see that the .
changes made by the Bill of
Rights are done and are
trying to lower the prices
charged by the Bookstore.
Mary Margaret Rutledge
and the External Affairs Com-

-

-

mittee are involved°in the Sm:·
dents Program for belinque·ncy ·
THEY ARE ALSO working
for cheaper housing for married students . both ·on- and
off-campus. Greater involvement by the students in the
surrounding c9mmunity is another goal . of this · committe~.
The fina) two committee,:
are involved with paperworw.
for the SG. The Rules and
Calendar Committee, headed
by Kim Dinkle, approve bills
and resolutions. Jack Belford
and the . Constitutional Revision Committee review the
constitution and make any
necessary changes.

DOU SEO F ·

e~~~R
(FORMERLY THE SANDAL SHOP)

Has anew line of custom .made vest, skirts,
belts, watchban ds and bags. .
306 N. Dale Mabry

Ph. 876,9486

a.m.

The Oracle
Deadlines
Set For Fall
The Oracle began a new
quarter Oct. 1st and ·also
entered into a new contract
with the printer, The St.
Petersburg Times.
As a result, The Oracle
has new deadlines as follows:
Announcements for meetings, speeches, special programs etc. must be in The
Oracle office (University
Center 221) by noon the
Wednesday previous , to .
· publication.
Actual news stories may
be submitted until 3 p.m:
the Friday previous to publication.
, The deadline for display
advertising is 2 p.m. the
Wednesday previous to
publication . .Classified advertisements will be taken
from 2 until 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday · in person
· or by mail. No classified
ads will be taken by phone.

THE
IN-FASHION
STORE

NORTHGATE SHOPP ING CENTER

WESTSHORE PLAZA

DOWNTOWN: 705 FRANK~IN ST
BRITTON PLAZA ?HOPPING CENTER
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OF THE''VEST''

WORN LOW WITH
CUTE LITTLE SKIRTS AND SLACKS

Hubble Talks
To Pre-Meds
Dr. David S. Hubble, pr~sident of the American Cancer
"Society for Florida, will address the USF Pre-Med Society tonight at 7 :30 in the Engineering -auditorium (ENA).
The president of the PreMed Society, Bruce Moskowitz, said the theme of Hubble's
speech will concern recent developments in cancer research in Florida.
Hubble's speech ,vill be the
first in a series of lectures to
be presented throughout the
quarter by the Pre-Med Society.
Moskowitz said the main
· purpose of the society is to
aid the students in the PreMed · curriculum. A tutorial
program and study hall have
been started to benefit the 160
students currently enrolled in
the Pre-Med program.

Campus Jobs
Available
Job positions on campus are
now available. The openings
include:
Two Secretary I's, eleven
Secretary II's, one clerk typist I, one clerk typist II, 1 receptionist, one clerk III (OPS)
and one photographer (OPS).
Also needed is · one auto
equipment mechanic II, one
Assistant Editor and one
Clerk Typist II (50 per cent) .
Custodians, groundskeepers,
programrper s, a Director of
Alumni Services, a Secretary
III {a grant for nine months),
and a systems coordinator are
also needed.
For further information contact Personnel Services, Administration room 280, 9742291.

WOOL CABL ED SWEA TER VEST
CO-ORDINATE YOUR WARDROBE
WITH OUR LATEST SWEATER VEST,
THE LOOK THAT SPELLS FASHION '69
•
•
•
•

-·

R;f-~~~i:fffaf..~f¾U~~~~

CROCHETED VEST - With Matching Skirts
BUCKSKIN VEST
CABLED KNITS
OF WOOL
FAKE FURS

\
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ASSBOW N

"MIX AND MATCH - WITH SKIRTS OR SLACKS"

Presidential Proclamations

0~CL E

University: No
Place For Politics

. ~U. of South Florida, .O,tober 15, 1969

.EDITORIALS -AND. COMMENTARY

Student .Government
Endorses Mobilization

The war in Vietnam has political is•
sues in it on which each individual has a

Day For Dialogue
,·
Today, Oct. 15, is the day -to begin_a "new thrust" for what hope-fully will be a more peaceful tomorrow. The Moratorium ·being conducted today across. the nation is not just a movement against war, but even
-more, it is a movement dedicated to peace.
_ -~ever before in our histo1y has a movement received such universal
support from the entire .nation.
.
Senators and Representatives in Washington are _planning sessions
all night to hear speeches on the War. Businesses and corporatiops
·throughout the country are opening up this day to a meaningful dialogue
on the War.
. . TODAY WE have an opportunity to be in the vanguard of this "new
thrust" for p~ace. What we do with .this opportunity says a great deal
about what kind of people ~e are.
.
;
If we believe that we the people not only have the right but also
have the resporisibility, in a democracy, to make our feelings known,
not.just to each other, but also to_·wa~hington and the world, and if we
b~_lieve_ , that the power ultimately rests with the· people,· then we will
want to take advantage of this opportunity.
.
. ·On the other hand, if we think that even in a democracy the people -should not question the validity of governmental policies, that Atneri. can fo,:eign- policy is not an international cpn~ern, and that the power
·not only does but should rest in Washington, then we. will brand this
/ special day as '\Uru\merican."
1

In accordance with a nationwide effort to effect a -meaningful dialogue on
the issues of the war in Vietnam, and
with supportive legislation issued by
the student legislature •Oct. 3, 1969, Stu:d,enf Government (SG) endorses the
campus mobilization effort and pledges
· support toward its success.at USF.

right to his opinion and a right to express his opinion. The University is not
in politics and does not take any official
opinion of political issues.
Students have come to the University
of South Florida for an education and
they have paid fees ··to supplement the
State appropriations to pay for this education. The quarter calendar requires a
tight scheduling of classes. The University is obligated to conduct every class
that is scheduled.

, PRES. JOHN ALLEN

'

This. js an unusual opportunity for
signific~_t University-wide dialogue.
.Students, faculty and staff are encour. ·aged to participate through classroom
disc~sion, . s~cial seminars, debates,

At the same time, there is a period
left free on Mondays, Wednesdays, and '
Fridays at 2 p.m., for general meetings,
lectures and other class activities .Those
who wish to express themselves on the
Vietnam war or on political issues may
do so at these free periods, so long as
their expressions are made in an orderly
fashion and do not promote violence or
disruption of the program of the Univer,
sity.

PRES. STEVE ANDERSON

'
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NOW, THE UNIVERSITY of F1orida
at Gainesville and the Florida Statfi University at Tallahassee are not as concerned with this problem u · we should
be. They are not in large metropolitan
areas and students who attend either of
them in the summer will ordinarily stay
on campus.
Further, if one finds.himself on either
of those campuses in. the summer, a full
academic load quite frequently is a pragmatic necessity.
.
So whether or not U. ,. of F. or the
F .S.U. care too much about the · sevenhour fee limit should be a matter of only
secondary importance to USF, as we re-

In my case, it was decided that there
was no evide11ce which would even justify an investigation, so he hardly needed
·to "defend" me.
I

" . •• And her~'s a troop reduction and here's no draft call for
for October and here's ••• "

ANOTHER VIEW

161 Hours Worth

The Regents -_do not protect the Uni•
versity from _political interference, but
are an· important part of the system of
domination which ensures that the universities serve the interests of the business interests, rather than the people of
the State.

- UNTIL THE FACULTY and students
can have genajne coittrol over their community and untii the university serves
the public interest, rather than the interest of the business community, there is
no way to prevent continued firings of
professors who call themselves to the
attention of their superiors.

KIBJ,.EB SAlS THAT Bob Stevenson
We must not allow ourselves to be ·demay be fired because he acted in such a
ceived by claims that some radicals are
way as .to call :'himself to the attention
better than others ·and that some can he
of superiors." I don't know Professor
defended
while others are being fired.
Stevenson well, but I have had enough
contact with him to be certain that he
The current politically appointed
has li~e inte~st in calling himself to
Board of Regents and their politically
the attention of his superiors.
appointed administrators must be looked
·He is a vib,r ant and ai::tive.. human :· _llP?n as en_~mies. We ~~ find, ou_r ~e
being wh9 ~~ inort..:ittt~ires.ted,-:for ~x~b!"..s f·llies among those with whom. we 11":e
·;imple, in his· ·s{uden~. KfbJer's id~al , 0and work and among the people of this
state.
professor, apparently, would be a medio•
ere and pale•f.~ced "scholar" who is
KENNETH A. MEGILL
careful never to s11y or do anything
Assist.ant Professor
which would inte~est anrone at ~!L = . •
University of Florida

is

BY ERNIE GUTIERREZ
I don't know about the AAUP, but rm·
always ready to censure the university
after registration. And I got a chance to
when I met again a friend from high
school who was entering USF after attending a junior college.
He as ked me what I thought of USF,
me being a veteran. (My trans_cript says
I have 161 hours and has never lied to
yet.)

me

By D. C. Jordan_,.

ti

The university system in Florida is
di:lmlnated, by- Kibler's own admission,
by wealthy men who control the university in.their spare time.

A copy of th.e Sept. 24 Oracle has

Revise The Fee .Structure

I 00 NOT mean to suggest t~•t the
summer session should be the· sole benefactor of any such fee restructuring nor
that the above complaint was relattve
only to the summer term itself, I . do
suggest, however, that all four quarters
be re~aluated and a more just and equitable fee schedule be put into operation.
·
Although I believe that all four quarters involved should be equally affected,
as Direct.or· of Summer Sessions-I lqiow
that because of the part!cula.r and individual status of a summer term, it
normally draws a signiticant number of
part-time students.
This is true in large part because of
the metropolitan area wherein our University lies and the large number of
commuting students within · this area.
Many students will take two courses in
the summer, regardless of it& length,
whether the term is on a semester, ·trimester, or quarter basis or some· combination thereof.

Kibler contrasts my case with that of
Bob Stevenson, the !ates! victim of politi.
cal interferen·ce in the university system
in Florida.

Kibler also states in his interview
that he "defended Professor Megill."
This is the first time that I have heard
that he even interfered in my case indeed last ye_ar he kept insisting that
such matters should be handled by university presidents .

come·to my· atteritio1i"in which D. Burke

Administratlve Respons e---..---- ------.

made f()r fee restructuring vis-a-vis fulltime •part-time _stat11s. This was a reOCCuril'!g complaint which I received
when many students returned for our
smnmer session.

S.tevenson: Victim Of

President

·-.Married · liousing Is There A Problem?

·. I read with great interest ·your editorial of Sept. 24 entitled, "Part-Time Student Suffers." My own viewpoint on the
part,time student fff position closely
parallels your own.
\ Under the new fff structure, an un•
dergraduate pays 514-per credit quarterhour and graduate pays $16 for the
same. It goes without saying that this is
a significant increase when contrasted to
th~ $10 · per qtiarter•hour of the put
1968-69 academic year.
With the increase in fees, no corre•
spopding and-or parallel adjustment was

It is my sincere hope that we will
all be able to come together in the
spirit of friendship and understanding
and discuss in a meaningful way those
issues that are relevant to us all.
Signed this ninth day of October, 1969
STEVE A. ANDERSON
President, Student Body

JOHNS. ALLEN

.

Married housing is no·problem, strictions OIJ pets and children the administration assured all con- entertainment of any sort can be
cerned last week when proposals cause for eviction. Deposits are out
along those lines appeared to be of proportion with the rest of town
forming in Student Government and seldom refunded in full: Stu1 dents must pay more for fewer
(SG).
·
"We're not even sure there ls a bedrooms, no yard and often poor
problem concerning married· hous- · heating or furniture - a matter of
ing," said Raymond King, director serious concern when children are
of Housing and Food Services. "A involved.
survey .was conducted .several -.
.. Perhaps on campus housi~ is
Y:'?ars. ago and response was light.'..'. .. not-feasible at this point in the life
The response in the office of of USF. However, if the ·office of
The Oracle and in Student GovernStudent Government will come up
ment this week however, would indicate more than a "light" attitude with a concrete proposal for inop the part of married .students. vestigation of the situation, facts
Many students in the area are may- prove otherwise.
satisfied with present conditions,
Jn ,any case, another cOmmunij~st as many are not. But even the cation shortage has appeared . besatisfied ones will admit the neces- tween the administration of USF
sity for help from the university in and its students. And again the
some areas.
·
need for involvement through sinLeases in the 1.Uliversity area cere interest is despe:rately need.
contain more than the usual re- ed. .

Participation in the events of Oct.
15th will be completely voluntary, and
all students, faculty and staff should
be afforded the opportunity to engage
in those activities to the degree of
their own personal choosing without
fear of reprisal so long as they do not
interfere with the rights of others.

Megill · Says

·· C:BUT EV~N IF we .brand today as "UnAmerican" we can not escap~
the ~reality of, the. situation. Today is happening. Not just at US·F but
all-.across the nation and the whole world is watching.
. . ·
. _._, ·some of us may agree with-the way the Johnson ·- Nixon -administr~tio~. have handled tl1~ War thus _far. Others among us will disa~ee.
. Today 1s the day to begm a new dialogue between these two factions.
Only ~ough such a dialogue at all levels of interaction will any
J>rogress ever_be made.
·
i

I want to encourage all members of
the University community to set aside
Wednesday, Oct. 15, 1969, as a day of
quiet reflecfion and senous dialogue on
the war in Vietnam.
.

and the utilization of resources provided for that purpose.

view our own situation with regard to
this subject.
_
I would also propose and support
whole-heartedly that the present financial seven-hour limit be increased to a
nine-hour limit, thus enabling a student
to _take at least two four hour courses
and still be part-time with regard to
fees.
Thus, an undergraduate student would
pay $112 ($14 per hour) for eight hours
rather than the $150 full-time rate. This
would, of course, also pertain corre•
spQndingly to the graduate student.

ON THE ONE hand, our University is
pressing for a gradual elimination of the
three-quarter -hour course (and rightly
so, I believe) and on the other by so
doing, we are more or ' less forcing the
student,
prospective student, to take
·only one course (a four or five hour
course) if he has to, for one reason or
another, be part-time.
It is already virtually impossible to
find any more three-quarter-hour courses at the three and four hundred level
and naturally, on the graduate level.
This is worth noting, I feel, for the summer term serves in far greater number
upperclassmen and graduate students
even though freshman and sophomore attendance is increasing.
It has also come to my attention that
in the summer of 1969, our percentage of
upper class students increase signifi,cantly. Many of those who had to work would
still have been able - and indeed wanted - to take two courses but the fulltime fee under the old standard no less,
was a definite hi_nderance.

or

IN CONCLUSION, I personally would
hope that this matter could be given the
attention it is justly due and that the
Board of Regents would revise the present fee structure which I feel benefits no
one either directly or indirectly.

· Such a wonderous opportunity I seldom let ·pass, but I did, I considered
briefly filling him on the lack of academic freedom here, the token salary in.creases of " liberal" professors, the Morrison-menace, in short, all the myriad
pangs of education at USF.
· · I·'told him that he'd have to see for
himself. And he will.
I could have told him about how President Allen is aloof and distant from faculty-student need, demands or whatever.
But all I know about President Allen is
that I d'on't know very much about him,
which in my simple mythology equates
aloofness. I feel sure, though, that President Allen doesn't know much about me.
About Bob Stevenson's contract cancellation I could have ranted (because
aob Stevenson always seemed a gentle,
patient and intelligent person) , and said
that I thought that all the efforts to persuade President Allen to continue his
contract were but unheard wailings in
whatever blind wind blows man's hopeful
supplications to heaven or more distant
academic ivory towers.
But I doubted that my high school acquaintance would have understood the
situation, just as I am sure that I do not
understand the situation fully, which
puts me in the same condition as Bob
Stevenson, the AAUP and President
Allen.
About the Food Services I was going
to\expound ponderously, we were· both
· eating in the UC coffee shop and it
seemed redundant. So I said nothing.
In short, faced with the gilded opportl,lnity of disillusioning .my old friend
about USF, that cryptic cathedral of (I
firmly, doubtfully maintain) tyranny, oppression, bad food and ugly buildings, I
wished him luck and advised him to take
a few easy courses his first quarter.
I felt afterwards for about an hour
that I had failed my "committment.".
Then I wandered about the UC seeing
new faces, mainly in the endless line to
get into the l:!ookstore (the BOOK. STORE!, another forgotten cause); and
in each fa~e I saw some glimmer of
something like excitement.
For there is a kind of magic, albeit
culturally conditioned, about "going to
college," a magic that transcends · or
fails to understand all jaded wisdom,
even 161 hours worth._
So, freshmen, as you read this, ignore
it for the most part. Whatever USF is
going to be for you will take all your
attention; the probably painful focus will
not that you may inevitable arrive at
will not gain one degree of clarity from
the unsure wisdom of one more tired and
nearly-graduated demigod.
Peace, my friends, if fires are burning, you will likely feel only the ones
which burn only you.
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Rescin·d The NQtice
DEAR EDITOR:

1

A note of thanks to Professor Robert
Stevenson, who took (and · is taking) all
this painful and gratutious abuse without
loss .of native dignity, intelligence, or
calm. All of us, I think, have benefitted
from his steadfastness.
Students -see that 30 is no necessary
cutoff year for integrity. Faculty can
walk a shade taller for having him as a ·
colleague. ·And President Allen, after
prolonged dealings with stubborn Stevenson, .confessed that J}e was himself a reasonable man, and in search of a reasonable solution.
. Well. Reasonableness, like au virtues,
must be its own reward. The reasonable
s~tisfied a,nd fuUills his own.reasonaJ)le natµre by perforraing reasonable
acts.
Here, it \vould seem reasonable, fil'$t,

man

to rescind the termination notice and,
second, to restore immediately the salary increase he was recommended for. ·
That would seem to be the mini,mal act
of reasonable solution.
But the thoroughly reasonable administrator would I think go much further.
He would notice the wide esteem ·Professor Stevens'on enjoys. He would think
how fortunate for us and for the students, that they have so fine a teacher.
He would then, reasonably urge that Stevenson be given the kind of offer that
might dissuade him from leaving, that
would bind ·his futi.ire career to the students ·of USF.
Myron Ochshom
Associate Professor
of English

Le.tter Policy
The Oriwle welcomes lettel'!ii to the editor on varying points of
liew. All letters submitted for publication must include name (which
·will be published), address, and signature. Triple spaced, typewritten
letters are preferred. Letters received prior to noon FrJd&y will be
00'111idered for publication tile f9llowing Wednesday.
· · Booause of spe-0e llmlt&tions, short letters up to soq words are
' preterred. The edltA>r reserv_es the right to shorten longer letters &nd to
edit sections ·of letters which may be libelous. Views expressed by the
writers are their own and do not necesSiarlly reflect the opinion of The
Oracle•.
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Life, Freedom, Pepce
A ·Day For Concern
.

. By.CJliUS CLIFFORD

i - · Sfaf(Writer: · ,

Today!s ~fo~atori~ o; the
war in .~ Vietnam " has raised
:··<iueiti?n:s
•.l;ilin.\i.s of
, many , s_,tudent_s., ·8!nd fii,culty
·members ·a t US;F_. Mlilly won-.
der' if it' is the ·d'ole of a uni. Vers,ity_-{9 _ent~l ipto .pq~tical
discussions; Some· peop1e feel
it ~ unpafr.iotic ·. to openly de·,batJ? national . policies -and
. ado.Pt th~ •~eyica - Love -It
:or teave:It" attitude. . ·; __

p;ovide the atmosphere of intellectual responsibility and organizational potential that
enables large numbers of stuqenfs to interact in a coherent
manner.

'

.his responsibility ·and not •t hat
Qf the adminis~tion.

ff WAS DECIDED by the
Board of Regents, the state
university presidents and sfudent government- presidents
TODAY, 'THE entire USF ·that ·the· scho'ois ·would not inc~mmunity bas the opportuni- . terrupt classe~ fcir the politi.t' y to ·take part" in ~ ·open dia- cal issue of the Moratorium.
This left ,Allen without choice
Iogue on one of th: m:t in the matter, but he seems to
pressing problems facmg · e be cooperating within his ca-.
··.-country
. , ·at this
. time.
pabjlity. It Iooks like the pos·_
At
.
USF
the
Moratorium
is
sible
beginning of the develop.
.
planned
as
a
day
of
dialogue
ment
of a more· meaningful
There ·are students .ana'·professors I at .usf that feel - the for 'both sides of the issue. dialogue with the administra· ·
·
:war is immoral, wastefuWand Tod~"y should be a day of tion.
widel'/pread
particip'
a
tion,
for
··
Student
,
·c
·
overhment
'
. beypnd '.i:ea!ionable ·solution.
it would be difficult to imag;~ .
!
The
•
.
.
" IN. HIS. SPEECH
to the fac- ine a: ,college st\Jdent who ·has a nd . the College . of Basic
.
_:ulty. on . Sept. 2~, . Pres., Allen no apinion at: all on such a · Studies (CBS). are m support
controversial topic.
- of the Moratonum.
' spoke o( these students;· "
.,,..
·:
.
/
·
In the_ir resolution on the
P res. Allen's statement 10
"'¼'he .student ;has seen the
M t
th CBS
rt
irnpo_ssib,le done,· like go_ing to today's Oracle speaks of the .· or~ o_r1um! e_
~uppo .
use cJf the 2 p.'m. free hour fcir - ~ umve_rsity-wi~e dialog~~•
~the/ rriopn. He · wants· equal Moratorium activities. Allen .nnplen1ented th~ugh legiti"'progres!f now in· international, also gave The.Oracle a verbal m1:tt~ chann~, _t h r .o u g h
relations,' ill doing away with clarification , of his position ;l~s!'°om <!iscussion, as the
,var-and poverty,_: in stopping . concerning student participa• mdivid~al ~ -~tructor deems
,.the ; killing o~~ people . to tion.'' Allen sald that it is the_ ~uch_, discus~10n
academ.acW_eve.. ,nationaf objectives."- decision of the student and his 1c~y-meamn~. ,
'· The university as an institti- _professor to determine class
SG Pres. Steve ,Anderson is'bf ·thought lentls its~i.f ta-- atteficr~nce;. It- a ·student is in ~~ sti€d · an: offici;;i statement en'the :seriQus evaluation and dis- goo4 standing_~ i.his,..-cla~t ftild · ·aoH ing -HiW ~ ~torium, and
:cussion of : all major social feels _.he cannot attend for rea- encouraging stui:lents, faculty,
_an_d.:...._·_p_oli
__·ti
_· c__
a_l_ ev_e_,_
.n_ts_. _I_t_ can
_ _ s_
·o_ns~o_f _h_is_oWn_,_th_e_n_this_
· _1S_·: and .staif to pai;-ticipate to the
degree of their own choosing
.;,
· · '.'~thout J~3_J': 9f reprisal so

w_·-~~
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d~1_¥ed a

q.ay

of discussion

..

·

selves on the vital, immediate
issue of peace. ·
It is the role ·of the universi•t y to be involved fu the·events
of its day. It is not designed
to isolate the student from the
world beyond . the campus.
The ·university has the task of
preparing the student to enter
that world.

··

,,

" ..

IT IS THE responsibility of

\
Opportunity to become deeply
: involved in earth's lost·frontier, the ocean.
' Opportunity :to apply all your a_bilities to
a -wide -ra nge of challenging assignments in
ship.building, 'f1uclear propulsion, nuclear power
gen~rdtion, and heavy industrial equipment.
·· ' Opportunity for advanced degree or
research w ork with leading ~esearch centers
eimd :universities. ·
.
And opportunity to enjoy one of the
_country's most pleasant li'w'.ing and vacation
areas. ;
1. ·,.,, ' .

Find out about immediate career opportunities for:
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
-Morine Engineers
lndLJstrial Engineers

Naval A rchitects
Nuclear Engineers
Civil Engineers
Metallurgical Engineers

See our representative on Friday, l C,/17
He'll be interviewing at the Placement
Office and_will answer your quest ions about:
1

~

;£NNEC0 1NC.
·

"TOMATOES/' Hunt pointed out, "have gone from five
cents to 20 cents a pound· only
in the _last two years."
Experiments are b e i n g
made in the Science Cent~r
coffee shop to ·cut -down expenses with a pre-broiled
hamburger. It; along with
other planned fast foods, will
be used to. cut s~e of the r.ising costs.
The food services have been
running on the same fixed
board prices for the past
three years. With minor exceptions, cooks have been
using the same budget"for five
years.

standardized at 6 and 14
ounces. Prices for the former
16 oz., 30 cent soft drink have
been cut to a quarter for the
new 14 oz. Storage problems
have been eliminated from
the seven types used last
year.
Morrison's Cafeteria also
changed pricing procedures .
on their iced carbonated beverages at the beginning of .
Quarter I.
Previously eight ounce ·and
16 ounce cups were sold for 11
and 21 cents, respectively. At
the beginning of Quarerter I,
however, the eight ounce cup
was reduced to six ounces
while the price remained the
same.
In addition; the 16 ounce cup
was replaced by the 14 ounce
size and the price was re-:
duced to 16 cents.
In addition, Morrison's began charging 5 cents for a
cup of ice which had previously been free to the students.

30th St. At Busch.

~h~~~l~o~~~!The~
-Raven

THURSDAY 9 to 12 P.M.
ALL YOU_
GIRLS $1.00
CA" DRINK , GENTS 3.00

NOTICE.!
'

FREE
SE-NIO_R_PORTRA.IT-5
Will be taken on
October 15, 16 & 17.
MA~E YOUR APPOINTMENT TODAY
- OR226
paid advertisement

PROTECTIVE LIFE
Has Done A Lot 0£

An Institute in Housekeeping Management and Supervi.
sioq will be held at ~ .sF Oct.i: ~!"'!""!'-""""!'~~...

22-24.
Sponsored by the Center for ·
Continuing Education, the
three-day seminar will be conducted by Service , Engineering Associates of Atlanqi..
The institute has been approved by th·e National Executive Housekeepers· Associa"'.
tion, Inc. for 14 hours of certification credit.
The institute is designed for
persons from industry, hospitals, :banks, schools, commercial concerns anq other
organizations interested in the
concept of housekeeping ·man-agement, and supervision. The
program will include problem
-solving sessi~ns, discussion
periods, supplemental reading
material and techniques for
management.
For further information on
the institute and accommodations, write the Center for
Continuing Eduation at USF,
DeSoto Hall, Tampa 33620 or
phone (813) 974-2403.

FRATERNITY

Pi Sigma Epsilon
BETA BETA
CHAPTER

•
~--"';"!'--'""""----------------~~-----....----------.ii!
··-,
1' ; ..

., •

RCA
On.Campus
Interviews
for Computer Sales
and Systems

October 28th

I

BS, BA and MBA candidates: in~erview RCA, on· ·
campus, for our.Computer Sales and Systems Program.
The Program consists of ten weeks of formai training
at Cherry Hill, New Je~sey that win provide you with
a broad knowledge of the field of your choice - Sales
or Systems - followed by an assignment at one of
our field sales offic~e_s located throughout the United
States. You will be working directly_ with the coni1:fete
Spectra 70 family of computers which are highlighted
by large-scale communications and time-sharing
applications.
See your placement officer to arrange an interview.
Or write to RCA College Relations, Dept. CSS,
.
I
Building 205-1, Camde~, N. J. 08101. We are an
· equal opportunity employer.

National Professional
Fraternity In Marketing

Sales Management And Selling
. )·

SMOKER

ROIi
'

ANDROS- 109
8:00 PM

Those interested in something
different are welcome!

.

·f

With

Here Oct. 24

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPIUIUHNG
AND
DRY DOCK COMPANY
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA 2'3507
~ _
MA.IORCOMJ>ONENT OF ~

i

institute Set

OCTOBER 16
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,
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~
"~ ~t
5
~ ~
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this

· THE OPPORTUNITY COMPANY

An equ~i ~pporlunity employe r. U. S. Citi~enship requited.
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Graduate Study

A UNIQUE TYPE OF
,

~

the student to aid the school
According to Hunt, personin its task by exercising his . nel is being instructed to get
And we've come up with some pretty importa nt informamind _ to probe, evaluate, the most out of the least _while
tio n. For example, we know that college men are in the
best health period of their lives, that t hey have a greater
and discuss.
following the.same recipes.
life expecta ncy, and that they will' command greater in•
A NEW PRICE structure,
comes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
The success of today's Mora- was instituted
summer to
. · And because of this, we've designed a special life insurtorium·will depend on particiance-savings p lan especiall y f.or college men . It's called
pation. It is a day to discuss overcome th e added. coSt s of.
the Protective Life Colle!!e Senior Plan . and offers exand to listen - responsibly. materials. .Most yegetables
ceptional benefits -at. preferred · rates. Coverage includes
accidental death. disability, and a protected insurability
went up one to two cents and
benefit. The C_o llege Senior Plan has no war excl usion
For those who are con- the basic hamburger rose a .
clause, offers fu ll aviation . covcrage. and becomes com• ·
cerned about the reaction of nickel. Portions were cut
pletely paid u p at normal retirement age. Also. premium
our. men in Vietnam, the Mor- slightly to cover up wastage.-..
deposits may be deferred u ntil earnings increase.
atorium may appear to be deA 35 cent ·b amburger· - all Get full details from these College Representatives:
trirnental to morale.
the · way now is priced at 45
Johnny R. Adcock
James I. Montgomery, Jr.
BUT THE MORATORIUM cents to cover the additional
Adcock-Moore & Associates
Suite 206, Mariner Building
at USF is not a day of violent ten cents for lettuce and to5415 Mariner Street
dissent. It is a day for con- ma.to.
T ampa. Fla. 33609
Tel: 877-8391
cern, concern for_.life, freeHunt explained a shredded
d0m, and peace. It is a day· lettuce and mayonaise 'sauce
.PROTECTNE"'LIF~ INSURA.NCE COMPANY
for all to participate and dem- is now included on all hamonstrate their involvment, burgers in lieu of the tomato.
whatever direction it may
Drink sizes have been
take, on these vitally impor; - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ta t ·
_n_i_ss_u_es_._ _ _ _ _ __

BE DIFFERENT
"I

..

Paying more, but enjoying
it less?
William N. Hunt, general
manager of Morrison's Food
Service, acknowledges prices
·have risen to meet the de- ·
mands of inflation. "Over the
summer ·months," Hunt said,
"beef prices have gone up
substantially three times."
·
Hunt continued citing the
equally sharp rise in th~ price
of hamburger buns, beans,
· pota'toes; lettuce and the almost prohibitive prices for
tomatoes.

.
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Slimey! 'Ere 's A Bloke 1··-Footbair·cori·test···
That Soccers-It-To- 'Em
.

I
I
I
I
I
I

_,.,

-H ometow n Heroes
~-.
" Make Impressions
..-i-

.

.

'

:- . "Who do you, think will win the ·NFL championship?" I
,asked her.
"Oh, Detroit, of -course," she replied with an air of .extreme confidence.
~ •

l

. .'-'D etroit! " I screamed, "They couldn't capture a pennant
if .it were tied to the goalpost. What makes you think that De·roit will sweep the NFL?" ·
{

. , "I'm from :Detroit and I know they will pull .through. All
the people that Uv.e there know the same thing, the Lions will
'
·win tlie NFL pennant," she said.
EVEN THOUGH she was beautiful and her blonde hair
was. gliminering in t}Je afternoon . sun on Crescent Hill, I
laughed at her· illogical reasoning. Just because she is from
·Detroit ·;he automatically thinks her team will win the NFL
pennant

-· ·. Detroit? That's like saying_the Mets could ever win a pen. nant or a Series. Detroit? Let them stick with making cars.
. Detrqit? I don'1 eyen want to talk about it.
. .i '

sport. He is sure his father
would enjoy the "fantastic
facilities here."
LAST YEAR he played on a
national ·amateur level for the
Warwickshire team which fin-

By VITO CARPITELLA
Sports Writer

She·started to show signs of tears as I continued to rave at

h_er· .~asoning. I decided to stop the laughing and let her ex-

E ngland has been known to
export many things to other
nations, but perhaps the one
English export that has benefited USF more than any
other is a young red-haired
soccer player named Max
Kernick.
Max may not actually be
royalty, but he certainly is
displaying enoug}l ·diplomacy
on campus to warrant the
status of charge d'affaires.
The fact that be is the only
soccer player from Englarid
ever to get a scholarship from
an Americann university adds
to bis luster.
PLAYING SOCCER is not
merely a pastime with Max.
Of his 17 years, he has spent
14 of them perfecting his
game. "By the time you ·stand
up, you start kicking the ball
in England," says Max.

INGREDIENTS W·B IC H
6~ U.

-;,
~ ,...~~~:S.~❖:::i..~<::f>.<::ff~{:w:::w..§~~~rm.m&. ·

Perfect 300 Game
Gloria Strange with a 460 and
to Steve Penovich for a 553.,
After ~issing the ninth ·
,
.
, Nick Powell, and average frame Powell was heard saybowler with .a 140 average, , in" 11i•m glad I missed, now
was on his way to a p~rfect th:•pre~ure's off."
aoo game last Thursday night The stand ings this week are as follows:
Lost
won
when he left the ninth frame .
6
14
No. 3
opened. He spared in the Team
8
12
Team No.~
8
12
tenth and then rolled another Team No. 8
10
10
Team No. l
10½
9½
strike to wind up high game Team No. 6
11
9
Team No. 5
of the night with a 254. .
12
8
Team No. 1
14V1
S'h
2
No.
Team
Powell's 254 is the highest
score in the history of the
USF Bowling League, which
has been in existence since
1960, ·and should be in the top
10 for the City of Tampa this
week. His series for the night
was 515.
PERK DICKEY took the
prize for High Women's Individual with a 183. High threegame series prizes went to

By BETH SERATA
Sports Writer

No doubt Max's father,
Dudley, a soccer manager,
had a great influence on his
son's development in the

~

. '-'NO -.Ql'HER TEAM . has anything this year. The Rams

~aie'·no .good, neither -are the Vikings. All the other teams are
~qt·ofit. Who do you think will win the pennant? she' said.
·~ . . .
I
.

· · !~Cl~land without a doubt," I answered.

.

of South Florida, October 15, 196

Nick ·Powell Misses ·

-~lain: .

.. ., '

style of play. "In England
ished in the quarter finals.
Although he admits that the players move more freely
Florida weather makes his over the field. Americans are
job as a player easier, a more exact and confined to a
stumbling block never before ' space." Another aspect of the
encountered is the American game be will have to adj1,1st to
is the number of referees; the
English have one, we have
two.
In the meantime Max is
working very hard. In fact, he
feels the training at USF is
"as hard ,as I've come
across:· .

.

."Why do you say that?" she asked, "What do they have
·• that Detroit doesn't?"

.• ,,lT'S EASY," I replied ,"I'm From Cleveland and I know

-tliey'll wip."
Oh, well. You can't win them all.

MAX KERNICK

characterize a good player?
"Dedication and a certain
amount of bold skill. You've
also got to train."
Although he has been in
America a short time, he already feels obligated to replay his good fortune and may
take a job coaching here after
he gets his degree in physical
education.

COLLEGE

(P .S. 6-1)
(ID. 5-2)
(Neb. 4-3)
(Mich. 4-3)
(N.W.7-0)
(FSU 7-0)
(Fla.6-1)
(Mia. 5-2)
(Tam. 7-0)
(0.S. 7-0)

Penn State vs. Syracuse
Indiana vs. Illinois
Kansas vs. Nebraska
Michigan St. vs. Michigan
Northwestern vs. Wisconsin
Florida State vs. Tulsa
Fla. vs. North Carolina
Miami vs. Memphis State
Tampa vs. Wisc. State
Ohio State vs. Minnesota

(Cle. 6-1)
. (Bal. 7-0)
(L.A. 4-3)
(Min. 6-1)
(N.Y. 6-1)
(Dal. 6-1)
(Mia. 5-2)
(N.Y. 6-1)
(Buf. 6-1)
(S.D. 6-1)

Cleveland vs. P ittsburgh
Baltimore vs. New Orleans
Los Angeles vs. Green Bay
Minnesota vs. St. Louis
Washington vs. New York
Philadelphia vs. Dallas .
Miami vs. Kansas City
New York vs.. Houston
Oakland vs. Buffalo.
San Diego vs. Boston

NA.ME
ADDRESS ~ ------------------·-- ------ ~--------------- -- ---S.S. NO. ---------------- --- ------ ---------- --- ----- --- -----

PHONE __ ___---- ---- -- . ____ - ~ -- -- . - -- - --- _-- ---- --- _______ ~

All entries must be in the box in the UC lobby by Friday at 5. Only one entry per week, please,

-------------------------------------------J

PROTECTIVE LIFE

Has Done A Lot Of
G_raduate Study

And we've come up with some pretty imporl:mt informa•
tion. For example, we know that college men are in the
- best health period ·o f their lives, that they have a greater
life expectancy, and that they will command greater .incomes in less .hazardous occupations than most people.
And because of this, we've designed a special life insurance-savings plan especially for college men. It's called
the Protective Life College Senior Plan, and offers exceptional benefits at preferred rates. Coverage includes
accidental death, disability, and a protected insurability
benefit. The College Senior Plan has ·no war exclusion
clause, offers .full -aviation coverage, and becomes completely paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
Get full details from this College Representative:·
Fred A. Crum
Adcock-Moore & Associates
Suite 206, Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel: 877-8391

PROTECTIVE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

IM Schedules

H.E~L.P.

, l (l

NICK POWELL .

Table tennis and football are the opening sports of the
USF intramural program. Here are the schedules as released by the Department of Intramurals.
WEDNESDAY • 4:15 PM
2 Beta ?W vs Beta 2W
3 Iota I & Ill vs. Iota II
Fontana 4 vs Fontana 5
5 Alpha l E VS Alpha 2E
6 Beta GW vs Beta 1E
4

LEGAL PROBLEMS INC.
i.YR. MEMBERSHIP NOW THRU OCT. 22nd. CTR •.
"-LOBBY AND CTR. BOX 377 .••
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

8:00 P.M. v.c:

1 Fontana 2 vs Fontana 7&8

2 Fontana 3 vs OeSoto 6

3 Beavers vs. ZOO
4 Lakers vs. Mothergoose

5 AEPi

VS

",,,::·:~~

Hausman, Hedin, Mel nery

Anzell , Falzone, 1-lutchlnson
Aska, Bishop, Schwartz

Wl!!DNl!!SDAY - 5:30 PM

'. JOiN THE STUDENT LEGAL UNION $5.00 PER

~:-::.. ,. .

Conley, Giorgianni, Manning
Morton, Mil ler, O' Neil
Kendall, Nettles, Rosen

1 Bela ~E VS Bela lW

DD

·oct~ 22nd

I

PROFESSIONAL

Facu lty

THURSDAY - 4:15 PM
1 Phi Delta Theta VS Ta u Kappa
2 Kopps Killers vs PEM
3 Fontana 6 vs. OeSoto 5
4 Sig Ep vs Kappa Sig ·
5 Beta 2E vs Bela 4W
6 Sigma Nu vs . Phi Dell (White)

~

~ ':)'f J
. · ~t1 ;-,(~ ½

:,

'

Conley, Giorgianni, Manning
Hausman. Hedin, Mcinerny
Morton, Miller, O' Neil
Anzek, Falzone, Hutchinson
Kendall , Nettles, Schwartz

c-_ _ •

_.,.., :-.\

·#-·

.. ' · ·~;;.- ...~~

... ·

• . .. ··:,.;\ } {} ·.·>/·

Haughee, Lasni~~ Moton
Grunsten, Henninger , Parks
Blys tone, Kesle r, Mar tinson
Goebe l, Gooch, Menke
Altman, Bitzel, Fletcher
Kendall, Heizig, Strednalc

·~-~1~;;;~~
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Sports
Shorts
IS THIS YOUR STUDENT
267-76-8712 ,N.UMBER?
IF IT IS, YO.U HAVE JUStWON TWO TICKETS TO
LOEW'S THEATRE. EACH·WEEK WE Will BE SELECTING
' STUDENT NUMBERS AT RANDOM. NO OBLIGAjlON .
WINNERS SEE CRAIG CHASE AT BELOW ADDRESS.

WHITEWALL
~

~-

SALE

·-/ALL SIZES
LISTED
ONLY

s16so

PLUS F.E;T,
AND EXCHANGE

7.75x15 8.25x14
7.75x14 8.55x14

VOLKSWAGEN TIRE

*CEILI NG

A~D
VISIBI LITY
UNLl·M IT·E D

Fall tryouts for the USF
baseball team will be held on
Monday. All students interested in trying out for the
team should attend. The tryouts will start . at 4 on the
baseball field.
The coach of the baseball
team is Hubert Wright.

At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling .and visibility unlimited"
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&'/{A on·ly ~ o years after.receiv•
ing an engineering ·degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started. in our engineering · department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his. present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
· one thing in common - degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.

* * *

The Archery Club will meet
today at 2 p.m. in PED 104.
The purpose of the meeting is
to elect officers for the current1year.
ALL INTERESTED members of the faculty and student body are invited to attend.
* * *
The Windjammers Sailing
Club will begin to meet every
Wednesday at 6 in the UC.
Subjects for discussion at
these meetings include the regattas at Davis Islands Yacht
Club, the Orlando Yacht Club
race, and the proposed Bermuda Rac;es.
Sailing lessons will be given
to !lOVices after the meetings.

To insure CAVU*, we select our engineirs and scientists
carefully. Motivate them ·well. Give themJhe' equipment and
facilities-only a leader can provide. Offer'.t~em company-paid,
aduate edu~a~ion opportunities. focour.i~e them to push
1gr_
into fields that have not ~een explored before. Keep· them
. reaching for a little bit .more · responsibility than they. can
manage. Reward them weir when they do manage it.
Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL •
AERONAµTICAL • ·ELECTRICAL • · CHEM!CAL • .CIVIL •
MARIN( • INDUSTRIAl ENGINEERING .• PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY .• MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAMER SCI·
ICS • MATHEMATICS • . STATl~TICS • COMPUT_
MECHANICS.
' ENCE• ENGINEERING SCIENCE.• ENGINEERING
Consult your college placement- officer - . or write Mr.
William L. Stoner, Ehgineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108. ·

THE CLUB WILL be sailing
at Davis Islands Yacht Club
every Saturda y starting at 10.
* * *
Anyone interested in joining
the Gymnastic Club is invited
to come to a m eeting Frida y
at 4 p.m. in the Gymnastics
Room, 107.

OUR PREMIUM GRADE

2·129

■.

I

PLUS

F.E.T.
+EXCHANGE

SEIBERLIN G TIRES

rr.\ll 1•.\ lll~C~. \1•1,(, .\,I) 1,IRI·: C,f). i
(Tak e 56th St. S.
68f)7 .\I) .-\ ll f) I) fl.
to Rout e 60 th en left)
Ph . f;2fi-1 I 17

Ge.orge Wilson
Talks Football
Miami Dolphin C o a c h
George Wilson has some definite views on the new football
realignment, set to start in
1970. " Like everybody else with
the Dolphins, I am happy that
we will be the same division
as Baltimore and Cleveland. "
Pittsburgh will also be in the
·
l eague.

CAVU• might also n\Hn full · utilization of your technical skills
through a wide range of .cballenging· programs which include jet
engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas
turbine$ for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial uses, and
:.
·
·
systems.
other advanctd
,
.

Pratt & Whitne y Aircraf t o,v,.,,••'"""'JL~,..,...,,.,
A.

EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
W~T PALM BEACH, FLO.RI DA

.

-

An Equ11 Opporl~nity Employer

c,_

Giants, Dodgers
We Forgot You ,

.Gators Squ eak Past Tulane

By' l'tlARY ELLEN MOORE
Sports Writer

By JEFF :HILLER
Sports Editor

To New Yorkers, the Mets winning the National League
pennant is nOt funny.

The Univer~ity of Florida
had to rely on the hands of
speedy Carlos Alvarez to pull
an 18-17 squeaker out of the
fire against the Tulane Greenwave last Saturday at Tampa
Stadium.
Alvarez; called El Gato (the
Cat) by · his teammates,
grabbed a 1wo-point conversion pass with only 2 :10 left in
the game.

'

"Unbelievable, beautiful, great, wild,_amazing, . exciting, supernatural, miraculous and, of course, victorious" - but never
funny.
In the grand old American tradition, I've always been for

the underdog. And as a !onner New Yorker, I've always had
the desire a team would come along and let the Giants and
Dodgers know we didn't really need them.

ALTHOUGH THE METS are National League Champions
now, when they started off eight years ago they could 'have won
the title· (If there- had been one) of Champion of the Underdogs.
. How much lower can a team go when its only claims of,
distinction include "a' losing record that will probably never be
challenged; the only baseball player ever traded for himself ;
and more Robert L. Millers than any team in baseball (two)?
'The Mets sure showed thOse Giants and Dodgers they
would not let New York down - a.nd New· York sure showed
the. Mets they appreciated it. Yes, the New Yorkers, (being
New Yorkers) tore up Shea Stadium in their delirium of appreciation.
·

No, the Mets winning the National League pennant is not
funny.

...

SOME NEW YORKERS in Florida comment (seri_ously, of

course),

'TM Mets are a team of extremes. They are either
the very best or the:very VfOrst. This year they are the best,"
Fred Platow lCBS, said.
1

"This was a long_tjme in coming. I'm sure it's a great day
in the lives of. all New Yorkers. I'm looking forward to them
winning the Series," Vito Carpitella 4ENG, said.
But as one fan s°aid, "Who cares about the World Series?
Sure, it would be great if the Mets won - but then what?"

THEN BASEBALL WOULD have no underdog nearly as
sincere as the Mets. And without a.n underdog, Americans just
might lose interest in baseball - which many people agree is
fast enough giving way to football (yucch !) as the American
_sport.
So, to all you Mets fans I put forth a grave question: Are
you for the Flag, Motherhood and the Underdog or do you want
the Mets to win the Series? ? (Think carefuily - the fate (football?) you _Ghoose will .be your own - and it won't be funny).

A·,Girl Picks Winners
A

girL predict

■cores t

football

Sure. sure, but she

won't ,et them right. Wlio
sa15t!
'l'bls week's winner of The
Oracle Football Confost is
Kathleen Lync,h wlio predicted
19 g&mes out ,of 20, much to

guys who predicted Purdue
would beat Michigan or the
University of Miami would
beat · um. A female football
team? Sure, sure ... but ...
The prize for this week can
be claimed in the Oracle office in the UC before 5 Fri-

Black Birds .
·Mass-Attack
Frisco State
SAN FRANCISCO (CPS) · Mass attacks upon students
by militant black 1birds at the
San Francisco State campus
has caused some suspicion
that prod~cer Alfred Hitchcock may have been foreshadowing things to come in
his thriller, _"The Birds."
Amateur ornithologist Alberto Duro, an authnrity on
Italian birds, suspects that the ·
birds get drunk on a type of
berry that ripens in the spring
and summer months on the
campus. Resident radical ornithologist Paul Kangas says the
birds are using guerrilla tactics. The birds, according to
Kangas, have a sense of territoriality and fly at tile backs
of peoples' heads during the
nesting and mating seasons.
"They will not attack if you
look them in the eye," assures
the bird-watcher. Seems they
do fear an eyeball to eyeball
confrontation.

Florida had beeri favored by
three touchdowns over · the
winless Greenwave. Th,e Gators remain undefeated but
will probably slip in the national ratings because of the
closeness of the game.

TULANE . ONL~ threw 18
times ·for a total of 90 yards
and had one pass intercepted.
Florida Quarterback John
Reaves . passed 53 times and
completed 28 for 297 yards.

In other football action last
weekend, the Tampa Spartans
rolled over the Tulsa Hurricanes by a score of 31-14.
Leon Mc Quay scored the first
touchdown on a run of 32
yards. The Hurricanes posted
a strong defense by allowing
Spartan QB Jim Del · Gaizo to
complete only nine out of 21
passes with two interceptions.
One of those passes was a TD
pass to his brother John.

est crowd in Ohio Stadium
history, saw the No. 1 ranked
Buckeyes · swamp the Michigan State Spartans by a score
of 54-21. It was the biggest
loss ever suffered by the
Spartans since 1947 when they
were defeated by their archrivals Michigan, 55-0.
Number 5 ranked Penn
State extended its winning
streak to 15 by defeating the
West Virginia Mountaineers,

OVER 86,000 fans, the larg-

20-0. Three long scoring
drives racked up the points
for the Lions as a crowd of
52,072 gazed from the stands
in Beaver Stadium.

NOTRE DAME overcame
Army, 45-0 led by the passing
of QB Joe Theissma-n. Theissman passed 24 times and completed 24 for a total of 215
yards. He also carried the
ball 12 times for an extra 58
yards.

In Pro action, the Miami
Dolphins remained winless
after blowing two scoring
chances to pull ahead of San·
Diego and fell behind to lose
· by a score of21-14. Ed Weisacosky intercepted a John Hadl
pass at the San Diego 'l1 with
only 5 :08 left but Dolphin QB
Bob Griese failed to:capitalize
when he- threw the ball into
the arms of Charger Speedy
Duncan.
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Sports Car Club
To ·Hold Rally
I

By JAN WALKER
Sports Writer
The English Ford Rallye
Team, \vith the blessings of
the "Great Pumpkin" and the
.USF Sports Car Club, presents a Halloween Fun Rallye.
On Saturday evening, Nov.
1, in the FAH parking lot,
cars will begin registering at
6. Cars will leave at 7:30 and
trophies w1ll be · awarded to
the winners. A good time is

predicted for all.

SUNDAY, OCT. 19, the USF
Sports Car Club will present
an autocross on campus in the
F AH parking lot. The number
of practice laps will be limited and the time runs begin
at 2 p.m. Spectators as well as
sports car enthusiasts are invited.
Cars must pass a technical
inspection before it is allowed
to run the course.

FREE MONOGRAM
OCTOBER 1St_h - OCTOB.ER 22nd

SPORTS SCENE

A Season For All Men

(EDITORS NOTE - This is following World War II, when only seem to weary copy
the first of a. series of col- . I -began sports writing, there deskers to be "best 15 out of
the emb&rrasstnent of all the dii.y.
umns written by the top were just 16 major league 29.''
: sports editors in the country teams. None of them was
As for hnrse racing - northfor The Oracle. Jack Griffin in west of St. Louis, Mo.; each ern tracks which once waited
,-,;. .- ~ ,:_1_. •
·.
·
the sports editor for the Uni~ played a · 154-game schedule;
until April to open now start
~ ~ ~ Wi th Tht Soul Sounds Of Thi
ed Press International Wire and all games were played in the horses running and the
.I - ·-ii - THURSDA~a 0 12 P.M.y -~ rvice.) _ . -~
cllatural sunshine Total: 1,232 mutuel machines spinning in
.-e
.,;; f
Ly
games in a season. .
February; some days they
. 30th St. At Busch.
AL OU
GIRLS .$l.OO 10' ..,
Ah, but now! Twenty-four have "snow-outs."
OPE- THURS. Thru SUN.
CAN DRIN~. GE_NTS l.00
·By JACK GRIFFIN
major league teams ; six of
It used to be that only harSports Editor, United Press
'IntematlonaJ
them on the Pacific Coast; ness racing tracks operated at
approximately 70 per cent of night, but several smaller
, Once upon a time there was all games at night. Total: "flat" tracks have ventured
such a thing as a ba!)eball 1,944 games, an increase of 58 into night ·CO!l'lpetition. Arling&eason ... and-a football sea- per cent.
ton Park in Chicago also ex~ ' son . . . and a hockey season
perimented with . night racing
AND THAT'S before the Di- this year,
..' . ·and a basketball season.
and its operators
vision
playoffs. and Innovation
They followed each other in
say the experiment was a sucSAVE OUR GAS TOKENS
s ingle file, and all together this year which could add 10 cess. Others may follow.
UNTIL YOU HAVE 20-GALLONS
they comprised a sports year. post-season games to a possiNEVER MIND "who's on
WORtH FOR A.FREE CAR· WASH
ble seven in the WQrld Serles.
No more.
(Baseball doesn't like the first."
19 Gal••••••••••••••••• •• =49c
U11iat are t}ley playim1:?
18 Gal •••••••••••••.••• •• 59c
In today's · mad overlapping word "playoffs," and league
-- -- - - - - - -- - - -- - -employees
were warned to
11 Gal•••.••••••••••••• •• 69c
of seasons, proliferation of
·
call
them
"championship
16 Gal•..••••••....•••• •• 79c
seleagues and teams, and trend
to nocturnal activity (remem- ries" or pay small fines. The
& Etc.
ber the 1940's cliche "under first man fined : American
the mazdas" ?) lie many of League Prasident Joe Cron.
the problems now besetting in.)
The
result
is
_
that
in 1969 the
sports editors, who must find
World
Series
can
last
until Ocspace
for
all
these
things.
1
tober 19, or later if there are
IN THE DAYS immediately
rainouts.
Pro football, newest darling
of the fans and the television
tube, has two major _
leagues
growing where there used to
be one, with a total of 25teams instead of 10.
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FREE.CAR WASH

e.u~!!!o.~~~ ! ASH

10202 North 30th Street
~-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - -···----·-··-

'70Nova

We g~ carried away when
you .come around ...
and we love it!

~

C·AMPUS ·SHOP

··

It

Budweiser.

is the only beer in America
that's Beec~wood Aged
(But you know that.)
ANHEUSEll•BUSCK, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON • COLUMBUS • JACKSONVILLE

IWI~ Of UCILUNCI

PRO BASKETBALL, rapidly gaining in popularity,
also boasts two m a j o r
leagues; and the Nationai
Hockey League doubled its
teams, from six to 12.
Professional goif's regular
tour could be following the
same route. In addition to the
weekly PGA tournaments, in
which $100,000 in prize money
now ·ls routine for each week's.
competition, "satellite" tournaments for lesser purses are
springing up and could become regular items each
week in 1970.
AND THE SEASONS:
Football, once the "autumnal madness," staged its first
All-Star game of the -''new
season" this year in. July. And
It won't hold the last postseason pro "·bowl" garne until
Janµary 18.
Baseball, which used to
begin near Patriots' Day
( April 19), keep.s edging closer· to April F'ools' Day (April
1) and you'll rile Commissioner Bowie Kuhn if you find a
symbolism in that.
HOCKEY USED to be a
game for winter in northern
clim es, but now is drawing
fans in the " sunshine belt"
starting in mid-fall. Basketball once started in December
and crowned its champion
near St. Patrick's Day (March
17), but the pros star t this
year in October before baseball finishes and wind up
with post-season playoffs that

..
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This not-too-small car is big enough for you and
your friends. And·_your luggage.
Yet, this same not.too-large car is small enough
for a budget. Even a frugal one.
You have ·three standard engine cboices. Four.
Six. Or V8. Depends on how thrifty you want to be.

ling

Nova comes

*.

one of two ways: Coupe or S~dan.
From there, your Chevrolet dealer can help you
put together any kind of Nova you want.
But plan on more friends.
And fewer fuel stops.
·
.
.
·
Putting you first, keeps us first• ..:~ Onllle

~THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, October 15, 1969

Where Is It All At?
Dial 2400 And· See

What is KINETIC ART? Check
UC Desk . . .

-0 RACLE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ fiMM!lft\\1&illit&/£™:-:'¥'Mtil½Mf¥iH&.Jlrn

,i.-2 .-- FOR RENT

CLASSIFIED

Happy Hearts ·day nursery.
Heal th dept: approved. Hot
meals daily or w~ekly rates.
Phone 971-3391 11719 • 9th Street

- , ·· ·
ADVERTiSING RATES
lfor rent: Male Student Sleeping
i-oom, kitchen priveleges, pri•
'Vl!'.t'e bath with other students, 5 llnes
• - -_-M_I_S_C_E_L_L_A_N_E_O_U_S
__
iir'- and heat, five min. from (2'7 characters/line) --- $1.00 2 1
USF. ;Like a family. Mrs. Nel- Additional Line ------- .15
s:oi:i; 1)32-7904.
·
Repeated: 2-4 Issues
.90"' OLIVER .
.
· . ~
More than 4 issues ---- .'75•
is commg.
F1or Lease : Co~fortable. ~ater- •Per five lines (2'7 characters)
fro~t ~ome, air cond1boned,
-Be intimate with OLIVER.
~w1mmmg beach, convenient tr, Mi
WM\❖4WilUJ#.¾-¥##:Wi& i&S¾ifi
----------USF. _a nd Temple Terrace, reasonable terms can be arranged. 5 ACRE COUNTRY HOME
OLIVER is coming.

,
Reward for the return of a Post
slide .rule (cost $20.00) to th e
owner, Dennis · R. Crust, for
$5.00. If found or ,stolen, plea~e
have the d~cency to return this
valuable mstrument. phone:
988-7160 or return to Dr. Wenzinger, CHE. 311A.
"Have you bought your tickets
for the best event on campus?
Film Classics has the best of
the latest films. Buy now befor~
all tickets are sold. Nine films
only $5." CTR. Desk

'l'HE KINETIC ART international prize winni,n:f films from
nine countries. Tuesdays, Oct•,
21, "28, Nov. 4: Sponsored· by the
University Center. Tickets .at
UC Desk.
·
- - - - --- - - - - THE KINETIC ART ·. : · calleetion of the newest achievements
in creative cinema. Tuesday,
Oct. 21, 7 and 9 p.m., BSA. Sponsored by the University,Center.
Tickets at UC Desk.
.
THE KINETIC ART . . . anti-.
mated, pop, experimental, dramatic documentary, abstract
films. Sponsored· by the Uniyer·sity Center. Tuesdays, Oct. 21,
28, Nov. 4 7 and 9 pm .. Tic~ts
at UC Desk.

Have you ever wondered if,
just by picking· U]) the phone
and dialing, it's possible to
find out what's happening on
campus?
·
The · answer is yes _ dial
2400.

Such events as organizational meetings, theatrical
productions, sports events,
movies, dances and other recreational activities can be
heard on a taped message.
Events are entered on a bi-

The University Center now
furnishes a free publicity service to all campus depart-

weekly basis. The 2-minute
recording may be heard by
dialing ext. 2400, or _974.2400
when off-camp'us.
·
. Anyone wishing to publicize
a m~eting or event of ·interest

ments and organizations sponsoring· even.t s open to USF
students:

to USF students should sut,mit an information form obtainable in University Center
(UC) 159. The form must be
submitted two weeks before
the event ,is scheduled, and
should contain all pertinent
.
.
d
.
mformation ate, time,
place.
Any questions concerning
the "Dial 2400" Information
Service will be answered by
calli_ng ext. 2637.
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986-1222.
Convenient
to N.W.
USF masonry
campus.- - Iii
.f,hone
-- - - - - - - - Just
8 miles
'':6
fOR
SALE
home set well back from paved
:! •
road.
- - - - - ,- - - . - - .- Assured privacy. Has 2 bed.A).fa Romeo ~o. Sparking m .ap- rooms, 2 baths, hallway, living
i ,.e ~1: a n c e_, top mech~n!cal room with fine wood-burning
condi_tion.. Pamt, bumpers, tires fireplace, dining room electric
'@? m!erior a~ new.· Must see ,kitchen and large screened
to . b.elieve. Price equally at- patio. Utility room, tool shed
tractive. See photo on UC Bulle- and other features. There are
~ - Board. Call 971-2193 after 5 numerous trees and shrubs, and
p.m..
a nice private fish-stocked pond.
Q:>j,ns • '69 Proof sets; U.N. See this property now. Call or
?ytint - 1 stamps; First day write owner. RFD 4., Box 2099,
covers-U.N. - 1 and US years Lutz, Fla, 33549 or Phone 94.9lfefore 1960. If interested call -19.33.
s:ti-1221.
.
Jibr Sale:
Suzu~
15~cc.
R~ns ·_8._MUSICAL
well,
Must'67
Sell,
Going
m service
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
$JJ5. After 5 Phone 832-7082.
Ford Fairlane, 4 · Door
~dan, Small V-8 Automatic.
Excellent Mechanical _and Physi<:al Condition. Only $500.00
P..hone 94.9-5142

1W2

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING.
Mono_or stereo 1;apes & re_cords.
Weddings, meetings, musical &
choral groups, etc. Call JIM
P;ETERSON 935-9158 after 6

ATTENTION ALL SENIORS
FROM TAMPA BAY AREA CAREER - - $600. per month,
plus expense allowance for man
needed for aggressive insurance
agency. Send resume to: P.O.
Box 11702, Tampa, Florida,
33610
"College Students looking for
part-time work. Contact: Strickland Auto Plaza, 15000 :US 19
South, Clearwater."

15. SERVICES OFFERED

Foundation
Deadline·Set

i

WOMEN'S
FLARE LEG
SLACKS

The. Woodrow Wilson Foundation announces an identification program by which 1,000
students of high graduate
potential areidentified.
THE OBJEUI' is to attract
men and women to the profession .of college teaching. Any
member,,.o f -~!:l ~C{ld~plic profession at tJSF may ·nominate
a candidate for a fellowship if
he or she believes that the
candidate gives · promise of
becoming a 'Valuable ·member
of the academic profession .
THE NOMINATOR should
submit his signed nomination
in duplicate. Information to
be included "is as follows:
~ Candidates full name and
current mailing address.
~ Proposed field of graduate study.
Submit the .nomination to
Dr. Ashford (SCA 464) no
later than Thursday. Recommendations will be requested
later.
If there are any questions
regarding the above, please
contact Dr. Ashford, ext. 2736.

ifu
!

.fn~eds

, Lun1t 1

·Typing in my home-accurate
Reasonable rates hourly or per
page as desired. Phone 255-1023.

~-
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14. HELP WANTED

;: Oracle Regrets
Phony VAd
.,.. Mr. G. Waid,. the Ward
1\Partments, and our readers
are due an apology from The
: oracle for· a classified advertisement in the Personals collast Wednesday. Its ap:•
,:Pearance in print was, it now
seems after looking into the
.matter, unknown to everyone
j1n The Oracle staff.
;:;; Investigation shows the fol'fuwing. circumstances: The ad
.:~.as accepted just before
·deadline by a new office assis-:fu.nt. Copy was ready to be
··s ent to the printer, and the ad
-was
included in the .copy bag
,~·
.,without 'having been seen or
· 1£hecked by The Oracle adver•
-tising department.
:.: ·At the print shop, a general•
':fzed reference to 'an ad in the
.:iPersonals column was called
·10 the attention of The Oracle
makeup editor by a print shop
.
__supervisor.
,
-:-· THE MAKEUP editor, in
·turn, thought that the ref~r:~nce>was to another- classified
:a.111 )11- the Personals column,
-~ne •which had been checked
·'out and approved. Busy with
,fue pressure of his own dead·,:iin~ and makeup problems,
..he.said that the "ad" was OK,
.;fuld'did not check further.
~·. Normally the makeupeditor
..~oes not proofread nor check
"advertising copy; this is the
.;.esponsibility of the advertisl fog df:partment which, in this
~ t e , had no knowledge of
!the dassified ad in question.
: Last Friday the Office of
$Campus Publications received
~ ·anonymous note, with $1.50
cash enclosed,· as follows:
"Oracle: Please print this
i ad in the Personals column
·i in your next issue; in bold
~ type, if possible:
1. "Sincerest apologies to G.
~-Waid and to Ward Apts. for
~ any discomfort or embar: rassment caused them by
; the ad in this column last
~ week. It was entirely a
?·product of the imagination,
$ind a very poor joke, in~eed.-Leper.
i'l
;._ THE ORACLE does not ac;;cept this apology, nor will it
) print it in the Personals col~urnn, nor accept the cash. We
I-consider the incident a s more
:'/;serious than a "poor joke," as
i we have told those who have
~been embarrassed in print.
;i Nevertheless, we were re·P ieved -to get this hate, and we
,: have printed it here in an at.jtempt to mitigate the circum•
; s tances in which copy violat!ing our -sta ndards of acceptaahility slipped through, incredi: ble as it seems, -all three of
~.o ur- check points, resulting in
!embarrassment to all conScerned.
, The money received iboth
! for the or iginal ad and that in; cluded with the anonymous
; note Friday will be turned
zover to the University · of
~South F lorida Foundation for
t1journalism scholarships. The
! o racle doesn't want it, nor
it that much.
-~ ARTHUR M. SANDERSON
Publisher, The Oracle

Of
,~..-..i, .SOMINEX ·TABS a2·s t;v~ 1°~
1
1 THERAGRAN-M
"t?m~~UE 311
ST. JOSEPH ASPIRIN it:.!f!~·21c
[ J&J BABY OIL 4-0ts,ze ii•, 47c
1
SPRAY COLOGNE ~~1.~:~ ;~ruE 39i
DUSTING POWDER~~.~:~;:;;~39t
LIPSTICK BY BRffHY *'·tmY.A~UE 39c
HEAD SCARVES A~~~ ~~- 39c
MEN'S
WORK SOCKS
' • Sizea 10-13 _

• Sizes 8 to 18

·REG. 3/11.19

• Assorted colors

211

3loil99'

K_
~l_~. ~-SH~LLS

ROLL-UP, SLEEVE

-&;lOPS

ll

$1:59

WATCHES

••,

¢

Styles for Men and Women
17 & 21 JEWS..
• Include automatics,
calendars, ultra thin

• Drop in film

• Pop on f lashcooe
• Color snaps or
color slides
• Black and white
• Nothing to set or
focus

1988

VALUES TO $69.95

Last Week's
.Puzzle Answers

" $2.98
'VALUE

·DOOR
MIRROR ·

INSTANT LOADING
(~ME.RA

styles

\1

printJ

KODAK#44

• With matching bands
or straps -

REG.
$8.99

WOOD FRAMED
. • 16 x 56-in size
• For wall or door
• Clear; distortion
free

744 3

:~

i)

c:11
t ·=}

J

8B;:-

$5.95
VALUE
.

· . •nnm1
·

' 1

• Assorted colors
• Solids or fancy

$2.98
VALUE

FAMOUS BRAND

~~

~

139

REG.

,MOUSES
.

• Long sleeve or sitievless
• Mock turtle and
regular styles

5.pAI< p/E .

#~s~~~~s

. ... o --

'1
.

llJ·I RWIIIJIIII

JO-PIECE
HOME BARBER .SHOP

NORTHERN. HAIR

IMPERI Al.MODEL
HC1009

'CURLER SET

PORTABLE 'HAIR DRYER
SMART HAT BOX. STYLE
• Maid-Rite-HD10

• Compact. lightw11ight
and convenient
• Thermostatically
controlled. 3•poS11
tLon switch
t One year
guarantee

• Includes 20 rollers
and handy storage

case

• Professional type )Yith
acessorv attachments
• Illustrated instruction

• Fully guaranteed
• No need to wet hair
for easier, quicker
setting

book

• Makes cutting hair

almost automatic

.si1.111

!.

pl.II,
O\.D ,.

1,s

¢

84 ·

AL~I
TERRACE
BEAUTY SALON
Temple Terrace
Shopping Center
Phone 988-2798

511

9;95
VALUE

114.95
VALUE

the need
ff~-.

is

there-••.

give

·

• Heavy metal
construction
. • With stinly ·
wooden handle

HE UNITED
FUND·
'I
- I
.

..ONE TO KEEP... ONE TO SHARE!

$4.95
VALUE

2~6

3 ARM SPRINKLER

...

.

...._

Yes, a fr ee set of prints with every .roll of film developed
and pri nted- Kodacolor or Black & White- Today and Everyday

,-:
..,.

ECKERDS DOUBLE OFFE~ ON FILM...

,-

n you pick up your developed film and prints, you c~n buy
roll of Kodacolor or Bl ack & White film at regular price
we will give you one roll free- Today and Everyday.

SELF-PROPEL LE

BAHIA GRASS· RAKE

your share

rMIT I

$24.95
VALUE

,,,,,,,,,,,,,~

, • Swirt-ii-Matic model

• Big 22-inch cut
• Self-propelllld
e Powerful 3½ h·P
Bri119S & Stratton
•~gine

1·'
~ - VINYL GARDEN HOSE
3

I

,. ,

• i.;n.x,O.ft.
• Heavy duty

$6.95

VALUE

66

I

j

1f'-

I

I

• Revolving.ty_pe
• Covers 40-ft, ·ar~a $3:50
• Guarant~
VALUE

I

SPRING SHOWERS.

. ~ ;
~

POW.ER
'MOWER

GRASS CATCHER

• Fits most mowers
. $8.95 LIST

5 88

lous College offices {thore wil I be no

Official Notices
Drop deadline (w ithout penalty) 24.

Oct.

"X" Grade removal deadline 17.

Oct.

Application for Gra duation d eadline -

Oct. 17.

Withdrawal dtadline without penal ity -

Nov. 14.

Honors Convocation wrll be held on
Sunday, Nov. 9, at J p.m., in the Gymnasium, in conjunc tion with Parents'
Da y, Facu lty and administrative and

professiona ~ staff ·a re urged to a ttend,

a nd in acade mic re'galicl. For th0sc who

cashier 's Office New Hours : Beolnning Oct. 20 , 1969, the Cashier 's Office
Wlll be open from 9 a.m . to J p.m.
Instructional Materials Center: P rofessors can now d irect thei r stude nts to
the I.M.C. to dial aud io t apes {l anguage, shorthan d, etc.) from 5-9 p.m .,
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday evenings. Students need only to secure earphones at the IMC desk, select a booth,
dial t he appropr iate program a nd listen.
·
Fellowships and Grants for st udv in
Scandinavia 1970-71 ~re ava il able. Deadline for applicat ion s is Nov. 1, 1969. For
additional information, c ontac t Division
of SP0nsored Research, ADM 299.
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship n<1m ln1tions should be sent to Dr. Th eo A.
Ashford, SCA 464, campus represen tat ive, not late r than Oct . 16, 1969. The
nominator should send the .name of the
nom inee. his current m ail ing a dd ress,
and his proposed field of graduate
s tudy, All nominat ions m ust be signed
by the nomina tor. Recommenda tions
will be reques ted later.

made In the office of Mrs. Ou ida Maho-

wish to rent caps -~nd ~owns; etc., cfr-

ney, ADM 235. If you have questions,
call · o. R. Harkness, c ha irma n of the
Senate Elections Committee, FOC 232,

ders must be p laced with t he bookstore

immediately.

UNIT ED WAY.

vacancies in the College of Basic
Stu_9ies or the Col lege of Engi neering
represe nta tion this ye ar) according to
the following pattern: 1) Nominees
must be fu ll-t ime facu lty with a t least l
year at US F.. 2) Each must be nominated in person or bY written communication to the College office, by two or
his full -time fac u!ty colleagues. The
same procedure, comparatively, should
be fo llowed In making nomi nations for
Adm in istra tive and Profess ional and for
Non-Academic Slaff representatives. A
& P nominations shou ld be made In the
office of Mrs. Phyllis Marshall , UC 156.
Non-Acad emic nominations should be

Academic ·oates:

· -

New Locat ion fo rLanguage-L.lterature

Free Senior Portraits: P lease an~
ncvnce t o the 1sen icrs in you r classes
that pictures for f he 1970 Aegean w il l
be ta ken oct. 15, 16, 17, 8:30 a .m. to
4:30p.m, on t he second floor cf the
University Center. Men wear a tie or
turtle neck and jacket. Drapes will be
furnished for women, Appointmen ts

ext. 2351.
USF · Blood Bank: Annual drive to
ma intain
USF'.s :.. .Personnel BLOOD
BANK • 9:15 a.m .-4 p.m., Oct. 28, ;n
the UC 252. Tho Un;vers ity's blood

Divisions: Divis ion Offices (ext. 2834 ),
America n Stud ies c-ext. 2857), •Classics
& /\ nclent Stud;es (ext. 2418) , Eng lish

(ext . 2421 ), L;ngu;st; cs (ext. 244§), and

Religious Stud ies (ext_. 2221) have been
moved to SSO, offices 149. l 95. Foreign

bank is available to all staff a nd facul-

Language Dept. remains in· SOC 383,
ext. 2547, Journalis m in Univ. UC 226,
ext. 2618, Ph ilosophy ;n FOC ·223, ext .
2-454, and Speech in E NG 33, ext . 21.45.
Nom in ations for the USF Senite a re
now open.· Nomlnatlo□ s for fac u lty . rep rese nta tives shou ld be ma~e In the v,~ r -

ty a nd their immediate families. Information and forms fa r scheduling donor
appo intments have been sent to all Departments a n campus. - APPointment
forms are lo be re turned, NO LATER
THAN FRIDAY, Oct. 17, to Mory
F ra nces Wa ugh, ADM 1.47.

may be mode by co lling the Aegean of•
lice (ext. 2679)
Musical

Instrument

Appeal :

The

Musi c De partm ent ls as k ing for "donations of musical Instruments for the
Hillsborough Co unty Schools w hc;ise in•

strl!ment resources are very limited .
Instruments don ated Will be repa ired
by Music Depart men t student and staff .
Lette rs of appraisa l for tax purposes
will be furnished all donor s. Call ext.
2311 and instruments will be co llected .

The USF United Fund Drive, wh ich
had collected $6.50 before It officially ·

bega n, is well under way. See the fol•
lowing Bu ilding Captains to pledge your

contr;butlon : Keith Upton, SSO 126 ; Gld
Nelson, LIF 161; Don Ha rkn ess , FOC
205 ; Roy Dwyer, EDU 11 2; Bill Deyo,
BUS 4112; J im La ne, ENG 139; Linda

WHnams ENG 037 (for Speech Oept.);

Robert F uson , SOC 107; Alfred Pulin ,
CHE 307; Gale Sperry, FAH 204; Wa l-

ter Krushchwitz, PHY 110; Ric hard
Heeschen, PED 214; _.,Joan Ta llis, RA R
229; Marcia O' Nea l, DES 124; Conn ie
Durkin, SCA 2.48; Mary Lou Harkne ss,

UCL

224;

Down

Charles But ler,
Mcc lendon, ADM
ma11, Univ. Apts.
collecting stud ent
m a n Brames is ln

f~rsburg

Sm ith

CTR

124;

OPM 100;
Dennis
189 ; Stuart Ritter29. John Rhodes is
dona tions, a nd Hercharge of the St. Pe-

campus dr ive.

GIV E

Campus Note Book
T im es and places of orga n izations
meeting regularly are posted on the

T HE

THE ORACLE-U. of South, Florida, October 15,
Univers;ty

Center

boa rds.

Lebby · bulletin

811 fields considered for poSition et.
Staff Adjuster.
.
., .... •

Newport News Shl(lbUildlnt<'°' All Engr. Maiers for Research & Develop-

,
TODAY
Executive s1m1n1r, 8 1.m., . UC ·251.

ment, design, inspection, produc-tJOJI ta

testing .
Aege1n Senior P.ortraits, 9. a .m ., UC
Vitro S1rvices: Electricllt Eng . Ml ..
223 .
· ]ors for Syste ms & Instrument al Engl•
Oiv. of Adm. Lunchon, 11 :30 1.m,, . neers.
UC 256.
.
Trust co. of Georgia : All fields con-·
sldered, esp. Bus. Adm ., for posltfons
Executive Luncheon, noon, UC 252 E.
In .B•nk;ng,
.
CCC Pllnnlng, 2 p.m ., uc ·,04,
Arthur
& Co.: Acctg. ' Ml•
s. G. RHldtnl Alfllrs, 2, p,m.. UC tor s for Jr.Ander.on
Accountants.
·•-• t~•
205.
U.S. O•••r•I Acctg. Office: Ace" • .,.
Bus. Adm .. M•fors fe r Acc011ntant1 a,_
Viet Nim Mor■ lorlum, 2 p.m., uc
Management Auditors.

248 .

fie lds ccns icfered for Em ployment Jnte·, ;:
viewer:, Welfare Worker, Accountanttt

w.

Senior Acctg, Orpnl11thn, 2 p,m.,
BUS 207.
UCPC, 6 p,m ., UC 158.

Bank Examiner, Employment Coun,.16(,
Aidt, Computer Programmer, I, Per,;
sonnel Technician.
..
. · '.J

• llduc1tlon) Duv11 coanty Sc"""°'
JICkSOnVlllt, Pla, : Elementary ·&. ~

THURSOAY

Student Org, ll'Nkl11!, • · 1.m., UC
2<8.
Aege■ n Stnlor Por1r1lt1, , a .m., UC

endory

th•

tire;~

DRUGS FILLS MORE
PRESCRiPTIONS IN FLORIDA
THAN ANYONE ELSE.
thirig

That should tell vou som•

. SATURDAY
Exceptional Child Prolect, &:JO 1.m.,
UC 223.

V0-5

IIR SPRA ..~ ·

~::n .·;- -·
LI IT 1

HAMILTON BEACH

1

DELUXE BLENDER

HAMILTON BEACH
MIXETTE

•

p,

BUTE

+ '-"~

MOOE~
613
. ,t· ·~-

$12.95
VALUE

CARPET

VALUE

12-QT. UTILITY
PAIL

OR-WASTE BASKET
• Choice of color
• Dufable plastic
c011struction

• Precision stainless blades
• Detachable cord

gram.

ALUE~

COOKING UTENSILS

APPROXIMATELY 9x12-FT.

DROP CLOTH
• Heavy guage plastic
• Many household uses

Program.

29~ VALUE

9c

LIMIT 2

a1=13 :◄ =I ;J •1-1•XlJ q •l: 1~

BAll POINT PEN

68'

M~-~~ 11.29 VALUE 11 c

4

BRECK CREME RINSE.
-oz.

4

65¢
VALUE

33'

lEA BAGS
100-CT.ORANGE
PEKOE & PEKOE
Limit 1 with coupon

98¢
VALUE

·39'

lh!U 511. oct, "

Gener■ !

Lift IM.

·. :- -~

'Comp■,

ma.lors for Soles Management Tr■ lneet;;
' Dttring Miltlk•• Strvlet ca.,..,,tttn:,
An m1fors considered for. Mfg;, 'Mff~
Stall and Business Systems and -Gheml.cal majOB for research:

-

, :1t

FMC Corporation : ChE, IE, ME -En•'

glneers, Accou nting, Mgt ., Mktg.,

aM

Bus. Amd , ma fors for p6sitfons •• E ~

Osborn, 7 Henning & Comp111iY: ~...
counting mi!t{ors for Staff Acc0unt1nH;

The Upjohn Company: sc;enct

(Or$ and English and 8U$iness

ma~

mtfor-s-

Wllh science backgr011nd for Pharma•
ceutical Sales.
Zaynr Col'l'Oratlon : Business and ' Lib:tral Arts mafors for ,Stora Mona,emt!lt
candidate,.
October U
Bvrdlnt'I De~1rtm1nl Slonr: All ml•
fors considered for Executive· Tl'a_1r,·ee1.

w.

T, Grant Company: 'All - malors
considered, Liberal Arts and Bu( . Ad[11.
s:i refe rred for Management Trainees. ·

Ntw York. Life Ins, fompany: .Liberal
Aris and Bu, , Adm. ,or S1ltf Management Executive Tra ining Program • . , ."
Stus, 11 .. buck & Company; All ffllt•
tors con·sidtrtd for M,nag1mtnt:· Tr,_1n;
"" Positions. .
··
;
Southern ltll T1l1phln1 COl!IHflTI
Bu,lnes,, Engineering, Math ,, .a(ld
Phvslc a for Management pesltlons .eiHI·
prolt1s le"1 I ong;neerlng Hslgnminti·J n
systems equipment e11glneerlng·,
•·
Ocloller U
.
-.
IUrlln,toli lnduslrlH, . Int.I All . fflil•
lers considered fer Monuf•~rlng man•
ogement, Accounting, 11111., . Mllh:, -

Operat ional,

Rt.ster(h . . Ind'

'"d

UberaJ

Arts

mafc>r.s

for ~ lrf:on•

technlc11 Marketing positions and Al:•
counting ma jors for Acc;cumlng , Potl•
tlons .

tounting ma fors for Auditors.

.

Washington Nlllon11 Ins. Compt,(:
Arts, Finance, Bus. Af,n.;

Econ. and Commirct ma jors Por Gr6up
ReprHentatlves.

.· r-

Educatlon:
Vanderblll untver,i,y:
( Noshvllle, TenMS>et) Juniors •n~, Senlars Interested In Low School _or. i""r•
tsled In other graduate programs. :.fntervlewlng 3 to 5 p.m .
, , .,

co nsidered for v1 rJous pesltlons.

MONOGRAMS

GT&E DIii StrviCHI All Mtlors cons idered for Programmer Tr•lnee-Assf11.
Octolltr 17
Motors Insurance .corp:, au,, . Addt. &

Nee_dlepoint, Yam
. And Bags.
.
Sewing and .C'o1t.u111t :
·
Supplies . . · _

Spaghetti Dinner Set
All students are invited to
attend a Spaghetti Dinner at
the Episcopal Center Sunday
from 5 until 7 p.m. Admission
is 25 cents a plate.

KING COMES

,
TRIMMl,NG$i -

llh,'35•1161
11615 fla. An,

PORTABLE!

•: i--

AM/FM 8 TRACK

S.TEREO

• Model 73W
full ba l l
open face
spi nning

;_

RUNS ON BATTERIES,
WALL CURRENT, OR CAR
CIGARETTE LIGHTER.

DRY ROASTED l¾-OZ.

FLAVOR HOUSE
CASHEWNUTS ,

ir..itiillL

reel

REG. 79C

• Companion
gl11a rod

REG. $11.48
ONE

Conneclicul

American Enka Corp,: Engr., Chem• .
lstry, Phys;cs & Mktg, Mafors for Rt•
search & Development, ·Design, Plant ..
Eng ineering & Plant Ind. Engineering,.
MassochUHtll Mutuitl: All' Mtfors

SPINNING
OUTFIT·

LIMIT

neerlng pos itions.

ny: · All Liberal Arts and I .us, ., Aflifi:.

positions ·as Staff Accountants.

DAIWA

~@3:◄ =li1•i3-•X••4•l:J~i

l •

Libero.I

68
VALUE
48'

·

Career Planning
And Placement

$I.OD

M~~L 89~ VALUE

.

J , P. Stevens a. Company: Acctg..
malers fo, Junior lnttrn•I Auditor al\_d:
Malh maJors . for Programmer Tr1(nff.~
Tennnset Valley Authority: ... En'g',~
Acctg., Math., or Stat. ma·Jors fer POih
lions as Engineers, Accountinll · and
Mathematlcl ■,ns.
• :;
October 21
, ~~Anheuser-Busch, Inc,: Mechinlc1I aiJ.
l!11ctrlce l Englnterlng m1Jor1 for lrit(l,

Ortho Ph1rm1ceulic11 CorperaliaR:
All m•f•rs .for Medical Delallman, , -~ .
u:s. DtPartmenl of AgritUIIUNI ' Ae-

• 14-qt. capacity
• Poly-rope handle

REFLECTORS.

· ,.

hou r, of 1cil!1mlc credit during their

BAIT BUCKET

• Cnrome plated, won't tarnish
• Fits 11ny range easily

.

,.,ez:

OR

ELECTRIC RANGE

.

Ocloblr U
.
Bargse, He,ne, Ryals &
Acctg. Mofors for Jr. Account4nl1.
Price W1!el'lleus1 a. Co. ci,.ry a. An•
dtrsonl: Bus. Adm. & related t lalds for

PICNIC COO

5 s.

.

JOhn Harland Company: l.nd. Mor.,:
Bus. and Ecen . tor Ind . Mg!. Training,

Programmers.

2.00 1)

mu.

$5.95 VALUE
2FDR 9

REG
ga~·

BOTTLE
PINT SIZE

-

Enalnetrlng Management pos itions.
Humble . 011 & Refio;n9 . c-,.l'l',
Enlay Chemical Comp11w: llus, Adm.,
MBA, F ioanct, Mktg., Econ.1 Ind. MfJ.

The follewlng organ;zotlens will -bt In• .
tervlewlng on campUs. Check with
Placement, ADM 277, e>J 289S .for ' lnterv iew locations, to .sche"dule appoint•·
ments, or for furthe r lntormaliOn,
Today
ArmY-Alr Force Exch1nge: Engr1, a.·
Bus. Adm. M•iors for Man,gers, Buy• .
ers, Accountants, Systems Analysts a.

69¢ VALUE

• · One Gallon·
• White or Colors

by PAPER MATE

VACUUM

,r:.

·•

Pin Am Pelroloum: PhYS ICI, soint ·
math and some geology for geophyiluf
Ford Motor Company: Fin. Acct;,,,.
Econ., Math,, Bus. Adm .. . Ind. MIi_;
Slot., Operations R·~ch . irnd Quantltatlvt
Methods malors for positions ·In · FIJllncla! MnD!.
· . _.._
Chevron Chemical Company: ~ti
fields considered,' primarily ·Mk11: .m1lois, Intere sted ;n Salts Tra in«. p...,..

p Uc•ttons,

•r•

S.

tn,·

.

Econ. , etc. , for Controllership and lE, ·

Co-Gp training quarters.

RENT FOR
$1.00 A DAY

~

IM, Business and Math . molort · Inter· ·
Isled In Ind. Engr.
- ...
Ftdtrtf 1ur11u of lnv111tt1ti.t11 ~I
mafors considered for Clericel Posttlons ; Natural Sclenct, proflcltncy ,·➔11
any foreign long . or I degro plus cir.
lo in experience or degree plus mlllt•ly
service for Special Agent, FIi pelJ•
lions.
.
'Sparr, Microwave Elae!Nllics, El~•
trlctl Enginiering and Phy1ic1,-mi,fen
for Research and Development 111<1 0,.
sign.
.u.s. Atomic Energy comm111111i:
lluslntts, Public Adm., Econ. end ·lnO.
Mgt. for Managemtmt 0eve1&.pm-e nt;
Physics or Nuclear, Ch1mtc1I, Mtchlnl•
col, Metallurgical and .CIVIi l!'ngr., ~
MS in Ind. Engr. for Ttchnlc1I ·Pi:egram~ Administrator tnd . Accounllllll .
m ■ Jers lor Acceuntlng, Auditing . t(ld
Buctgeting po1ltion1.
.•
,
octobtt' Z4
. •1·
fltderar commun1c1fions C1mmltsltll1
Eltctrlc ■ I Engineering malots fer .-..

s ible. These- -.,,- professtenaf training
prog ra ms a nd the students
pa id
while on tra ining perlod_s away . from
campus . Students ma y e!rn up to five

·1 lo~e itr

• Slim e ■ay grip handfe
• Easy ON OFF thurrb button

STAINLESS STEEL

· TUESDAY
Coast Guard, 8 o.m., UC 205 Lobby.
IDHn'I Lunclrlon, neon, UC 25!.
.
Chem. Dept. Luncheon, noon, UC 256.
.,cellege. of Ed. •Ntw .s tudent Oritnll•
Iron, 3 p.m., ·KIVA.
MUSIC Comm,, ◄ p.m,, UC ·2a.1.
Exper1ment11 Film Serles, 6 p.m.,
BSA
Af,...Amtri.. n, 7:30 p.m., ·uc 255.
· W&DNISDAY, OCT. 2'
·
Chamber of commer,:1 Brt1kf11t
Club, 8 a ,m .. UC 241,
lndustrl1I Housektepln1, 9 1.m ., UC
251.
D;v. ,, Adm. Lunchto11, 11 :Jo 1.m.,
UC 256.
CCC Planning, 2 p.m., ·u·s 204.
s . G. Resident Allalrs comm., 2
p.m., UC 223,
UC PC, 6 p,m ., UC 1.58.
Ballot counting, 7 p.m.,. UC 256.
HELP Or!lllnl11lkrn11 Mtllln1 I p.m.,
UC 241 & 252.
PU NO. 2 COOP

career Pl•n•i•• Conference flrr ,tu.
dents Interested In Cooperative EdUCI•
!Ion asslanmtnt, during Qu1rter II ind
Ill , 2 p,m., SOC 127.
More 11!1n 150 employers are curnnt.
iy seeking USF students for Coopera!lve
Education Tra ining asstgnm&nts for
Quarters II and 111, Student, desiring
to be considered should niaklr appllc■llon In sso 12, al the earllut dot• PoO·

344 \~$19.ioU:8 3iCE

ECKTONE DRIPLESS
LAJEX, HOUSE PAINT

e & w,

Wl!DNl!SDAY, Oct, 21 •

7aa

ij11f-Y1
&1fftD~UIMMIIIMM.I

Ll!AVO, I p.m ., UC 203.
TOWll and Gown, ·' ·p.m ., UC 25! &
256.
· l!ng. Club Protr■ m, I p,m., uc · 2s2

tion assignments during Qu1rt1r II and
II I, 2 p,m., SOC 127.

NOTHING ELSE CLEANS
CARPETS SO BEAUT IFULLY!
WALL·TO-WALL OR SPOTS
ANO PATHS, FLUFFS UP
,MATTEO DOWN NAP!
BRIGHTENS COLORS. MAKES .
RUGS LAST LONGB!; EASY
TO USE! COST QNLY 1c:
A SQUARE FOOT.

ELECTRI-CKNIFE

$6,95

w.

OCT, 11

~SHAMPOQ..

HAMILTON BEACH

• Electric Model MP·3
· • Convenient seethru top
• With detach able cord

MONDAY
coast Gu1n1, 9 1.m .. . UC 20! &
Lobby.
Library Education De,!,, JD 1.m., UC
204.
Mffl. lht Author Luncheon, 12 noon,
UC 155 & 256.
UC Comml111H, 2 p.m:
Special Events, UC 202,
Dance Comm., i.Jc . 203,
Mevie, UC 205.'
Meet the Author, 2 p.m., UC 252 E &

Car~r Planning COnf11rence for ltue
den ts interested In Cooperative Educ• ..

LUSTRE

• Deluxe portable
Iightweight mixer
. • ~-speed finger •tip
control
• Easy grip handle
~. Colors. Avacodo
& gold

• Push button· speeds
• 5½-cup capacity
· • ·Fully guarenteed
• Grade, mix, .chop,
blend or l.iquify
.,
• Colors !!.(!Id & avac4do

.

Interviewing

tlneers, Accountants, 51191. .. Assiatanfil'
and Man1gement Trainee.
,
· .,-

NO EVENTSSUNDAY

'

Education

campus, 2 p.m. to 9 p,.m.
OC!Obtr 10

223.
.
BIS Luncheon, 12 noon, UC 256.
Eng, Faculty Lunchtan, 12 noon, UC
255.
Married Student Housing, 2 p.m., UC
251. .
.
.
UCPC Mtmbtr,hlp Drlvt Scre&nlnt, 3
p.m., UC 2◄8, 255, 256,
Chr lst11n Scie11ct Seminar, 3:30, p.m.,
UC 2a..
.
United Fund, 4 p.m., UC 203.
Studtnl•FICUl!y AIIOC ,, ' p.m., UC.
251.
_
University Rellglaus Ceuncll, ., . p.m.,
UC 151.
.,
.
Christian Science, ◄ :JO p.m., UC 20,.
Intercom Comm., 6:30 ·p.m., UC 205.
s. G. Lttlsltlure, 7 p,m .. UC ·2s2. E
&W.
.
l'IIIDAY
Aegean Senior ·portr1its, 9 .!.m., UC

Alht1111um, 2 p:m., UC 2CJ.
UCPC Entertainment Comm ., 2. p.m.,
UC 20◄.
,
BIS Adult tlil!ll'N Orlenlalion, 6:30
p.m., UC 255 - 256.
.
815 Adult Dt!lrH Orltn!illen,. f p,m ,,
UC 251.
.
UC Dance,

·-: ;

Fror;da State Perionn11 I01rd1 ·Ah-

Meet the C1n<lld1!1, 2 p.m., UC 252

223.

Drug store$ daim they hav•
Many
Prices on Prescriptions.

1969-4

6''

• MUSKAT Quality

,,,

• Stereo Phonograph Jac:k

• Fine Tuning - Full Tone Control ·
• FM/AFC - SO.LID ST:ATE .
NEW BEATLES' "ABBEY ROAD!' IN 8 TRACK & ALBUMS,

,,. . . . .,. . . ,.......,,;i

SALE PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY
-TAMPA-• 3714 Hendmn Blvd.
I 1225 N, Fltri~a Avt.
(NEXT TO UIARTJ
• 4409 hbrash Au.
t 36&9 6andr BIYd.
a 7501 w. HillsbarD Au,
• &904 N. Armenia Au,

t 1733 N. Dale Mabry
I 50th & 10th Ave.,
I FDwler I, Nebraska Au.

-- . -BARTOW-. -

t 1050 N. Broadway

--BRANDON----' 121 W. Brandon Blvd.

--PLANT CITY-• 1403 S. Collins Au.

--TEMPLE TERRACE-·
t T.T. Hwy. lo 56th St.
a 13528 Uni'lersity Plaza

· ··•lEPHYRHlllS·····
1

1617 GALL

.

mo

!

DONOVAN . .

IN ALBUMS &:8 TRACK
· .J
• BAABA,JAGAL (with ;'ATLANTIS/')
.
• GREATEST HITS • BEST OF DONOVAN
• SUNSHINE SUPERMAN • ,DONOVAN IN CONCE.llT -:

'Marat' Cast Chosen;
Rehearsals l' nderway
DOUG KAYE
Correspondent
Theatre USF's s e c on d
major production for Quarter
. I will be presented in midNovember.
It is perhaps the most ·honored and the most . controversial drama of our time Peter· Weiss' "The Persecution and Assassination of
Jean-Paul Marat as Performed by the Inmates of the
Charenton Asylum Under
the ,Direction of the Marquis
de Sade."
Carl Williams, director of
_the production, says that the
play has received almost
{!very award that can be ,pre- sented in the theatre, including the New York Drama
Critics Award and several
Tonys (the Antoinette Perry

Award for professional pro.
ductibns).
What the play is about is
covered in the title. The set•
ton. France, and the play
ab~ut Jean.Paul Marat, one of
the leaders of the French
Revolution, has been written
and directed by the infamous
there) and is performed by
his fellow inmates.
THE ASYLUM IS quite full.
The patients in De Sade's play
are Chifra Holt, Nicholas Bou.
gis, Carl ·Northgard, · Darryl
Marzyck, -Mary_Lou Holt, Joseph John D'Esposito, John
Ryan, Christine Neumann,
Richard Ricciardi, Jack Graiman, and Dennis Durado.
Other patients are Edward
DeYoung, Michael Gress,
Steve Ivester, Kathi Kashuk,
Rusty Webster, Greg Musselman, Nadine Priester, Jeff ·

Evans, Daniel Stack, Pat
Arthur, Elayne Boosler, Bob
Brown, Doreen Greco, Eric
Lacker, Bill Atwell, and Gary
Liebermann.

8utch And Kid'
POrtrays Old West
1

10-u. of South Florida, October 15, 1969

Forum. Scheduled; -

By BOB JEROME
Correspondent

lishment of alarm ~ystems
and heavy iron bars forces
him and his cohorts to concentrate on trains. Yet, even this
form -of livelihood is doomed.
When the gang goes to blow
open a safe, the dynamite
charge proves hefty enough to
destroy the entire baggage
car, · and _the railroad presi•
dent (playing dirty, to Butch's
, way of thinking) brings in the
country's best trackers to pursue Butch and Sundance
, Redford).

'

more at ease than he ever was
in those early, misbegotten
comedies with Joanne Wood•
ward , and co•star Robert Red•
ford, as the solemn sidekick,
registers strongly on the nilometer of movie magnetism.
His quiet menace, temper tan•
trums and straight shooting
are an admirable mixture for
a second banana.
Mis_s Ross, of " Graduate"
fame , has less to do as the
helpful Etta, but she manages
r to put a measure of poignance
into the scene where she ac•
cepts the in','.itation to Bolivia
by confessing, "I'm · 26 and
I'm single and I teach school
... and that's the bottom of
the pit.

To the cineinaddict who
reads Sight and Sound and
looks at the pictures in the
French edition of Cahiers du
Cinema, "Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid" represents
The Music Forum will pres• among students,, faculty -and an agreeable attempt to
ent Mary Nie Shenk, musi~ g u e s t performer-lecturers. : transfer the jpyous male ca•
writer for the St. Petersburg While the programs are ·~e• maraderie of Truffaut's Par•
Times Monday at 2 p.m. in signed to be of particular •fn- isian "Jules and Jim" to the
the Fine Arts Humanities terest to music students and rugged terrain of the Old
Building (FAH) 101.
faculty, limited seating -for · · West.
The topic is "The Critic's_ other interested students, "fac- ·
To the moviegoer who reads
CONTROLLING THESE pa·
Role in Music Today." Miss ulty, and guests ' is availagle:
P_layboy and Time, this new
tients are other patients,
"IF THAT millionaire presiShenk studied at the Eastman
There will be an informal release appears to be a cross dent_would
trusted enough to . be ipale
just pay me what
School of Music in Rochester, reception following the Fi>rillp. between
"Cat Ballou" and he's paying _them to kill us,
nurses: Barry Friedhopper ,
New York where she received in FAH 120. _Students and fac- · "The Wild ,Bunch,"
Pete Jacobsen, Doug Linde'"\,
with the I'd stop _robbing ·his trains,:'
degrees in piano, organ ·and ulty are invited to meet' and ·
belly•laughs just -a gallop Butch · nioahs as he realizes
and Kelly Salance. They are
assisted by Mark Goldbaum music theory. She taught talk with Miss Shenk -at that ahead of the bullets and his outlaw days fn the West
music theory and piano at St. time.
blood.
and Frank White, who are
are nujnbered.
Petersburg Junior College for
·,
portraying nuns.
T!Je next Mu!j_ic , Forum, OJI
To
the
casual
viewer
who
two years, and has been October 29, features members,
Coffee House Play
Eventually, Butch, Sundffl f¾.Wi¼k&i¾tEEW¾@ 5 & , J :.iiiJ&ltLl.GliiW&L...4£1&£ ·&.. . :dffi..~t&®hfiliii
Jane Head, Pat Polen, and teaching both subjects pri· of the Early Music - Quartet seldom reads anything except ·,--ance' and Etta travel to New
Set Today At 2 p.m.
Drew Taylor, al.so patients, vately in St. Petersburg° since (who will perform on -the Art~ the movie ads, . but wisely as• York, where a series of
are the musicians, who will 1953. She joined the staff of
sociates Paul Newman with sepia-colqred stills eloquently -· The Sp~ech
Department will
play De Sade's music to back the St. Petersburg Times in ist Series No_v. 1). They -,,½11 -the pleasures of "Hud," "Har• . trace their happy.sad relation•'
describe and qemonstrat~_, the
,,
d
"C
H
d
Luke
present
»
Robinson
Jeffers' Pro•
the Chorus and the Four Sing• 1962.
0 1 an
.ships before depositing them
medieval musical instruments pe.r an
~
'
duction
of
"The
Coast
Range
ers who are Ron Zarr, Jose
,.
-this western adventure emer• . in Boliyia, where ·the trio
The Forum, a series of pro·
h . h they use • th :
m - -err _Per,o:· -·· ges as an entertainmen t·
Gri~an , Doug Kaye, and Mar• grams illustrating, through w ic
Christ"
today
at
their
Coffee
hopes
to
_blaze
new
trails
of
!;1ances. The t O P I C: · : is which' delivers its popular
tha Tiller, also inmates.
performance and commenthievery
but
discover,
House
instead,
production
at
2
p.m.
in
Krumm-horns, .Lutes, Sack- _
. _ t bl
-·
I ..
("How do the Engineering
a language _bamer.
Playing the principle char• · tary, a cross section of musi- , ·b uttes- and Other -Eld. er1y / star in an_ accep
__ _a e guise.
Auditorium.
acters in De Sade's play are cal subjects from various eras Friends."
:.,-· -~· IN FACT, any way one you say 'Hands up!' in Span: An agreement with the States would mean a wait of Tim Weinfeld as Jean•Paul and locales, is a new offering
looks at- it, "Butch Cassidy ish, Etta?")
Venezuelan observatory in Ca· -as much as two years for use Marat, Karen Spadacene as of the Department of Music
The direction of .George Roy
and the Sundance Kid" . is
l!RCas will provide USF gradu- of the equipment on only one Charlotte Corgay, Raymond Arts which may be shared by
Hill
has a placid quality
worth_seeing . .. for its cast
ate students with ready ac- night, which might end in fail• Tyler as Duperret, Rick Mon• the entire University commu,
(Newman, Robert Redford which picks up the right
oess to one of the best ure due to bad weather.
crief as · Jacques Roux, and nity. It is being developed,
·.
··
and Katharine Ross) , for its .amount of speed during the
equippeq observatories in the
Venezuela is continuing to Rina Revnolds as Simonne under a grant from the Ford
adroit use of deadpan one- posse•:n•pursuit sequence, and
world. '
equip and update their ob• sisted by ·Terry Beaver as the Foundation , as part of a far•
.'
· f _ liners and sure.footed slap•
the relaxed mood takes ad.
: Dr. Sabatino Sofia, _ chair~ . .servatory on a scope of sever• Evrard. De Sade will be as• reaching curriculum study,
stick, and for its artful vantage of -William Goldman's
ipan of astronomy at USF and al millions of dollars more in Herald. All t h e above- and is designed to promote an
glimpse at the American West surprisingly wry dialogue.·
also scientific adivsor to- the addition to their present in• mentioned are also inmates. interchange of musical ideas
that was and is ,no more.
NEWMAN, who _knows·whac
Ca r a c a ·s observatory, an• ·stallation.
The
"CLIMBING TO
Asolo
State
Theatre,
While the film -.never ap• to do with a jaunty line like,
FOR SOME STRANG' E
-nounced that Warren Clary,
MANKIND
SOLUTIONS"
the
Official
State
Theater
of
proaches
the
genuine pathos "Boy, -I've got visio11 and- the
REASON, the Marquis de
master's candidate, will spend
Poetry Contest
Florida, announced "its new of- Sam Peckinpah's near- rest of .tlie
Sade is appearing under the
by
Julius
Stulmlf!
world wears bifo0
the Fall quarter in Caracas as ' Parking Problem
resident season· of ten .plays to classic "Ride the High Coun• ·cals ,' ,_is certainly funnier
name of Alvis Sherouse.
and
the first student from USF in
Set For Feb.;
New creative methodology
be performed by _iti:; profes- try" _ ~•s just too funny to
Monsieur Coulmier, the di•
t!ie cooperative program.
for New Thinking Processes
sional company- in rotating ·- take itself that seriously Solution Sought rector
Problem Solving Criteria
of the Asylum of Char• Awards Offered repertory February - 19 to _ this turn-of.the-<:
entury saga
· Clary will participate in a
New·AP,pr~acbes -to
There will ·be a meeting of enton, heartily welcomes ev•
Voice Concert
The seventh annual Kansas Sept. 6·
•
uses
the
project using the Photographic the Student Government
passing
ofthe fron•
Com• eryone to .attend. The . perfor. City (Mo.) Poetry Contests
• Education
The State Theater's: fours tier to frame the legend of
Zenith Telescope (PZT) deter- mittee on · Commuter Affairs mance . dates are Nov. 13•15
• Oceanography
This Frlday ,
mining location of certain Thursday in University Cen- and 20.22. Coulmier, toci, is have been announced by Hall- theenth consecutive · season . Butch, Sundance and the
•
Urban Planning
will
open
Feb.
19 with Noel ' Kid's woman, Etta Pace.
rd
points on Earth to a precision ter, room 201 from 3 to 4 p.m. appearing under an alias,
Coward's sophisticated come•
• Medical Care·
Bob mark Ca s.
A Faculty concert ·wjll . be _
,
. of teri feet. The Venezuelan
One of four sponsors, . Hall• d
of marriage ·•-'Private
• P;;-p~iation Control
As the leader of the lamed presented by Jerry .Reynolds
• "We have to try to find an · Pregehtek, as are his wife
,
PZT is one of only a dozen in
mark
will
again
offer
• Transportation
six
$100
Lrves,"
to be follo,~ed at orief Hole•in•the•'Yall. gang, Butch
immediate solution to the and daughter, Jill Danziger
the world.
• Distribution
cash awards for single poems intervals by Tennessee_ Wil• SNewman) 1s pictured enjoy• assistant professor of voice,
parking problem," Committee and Sheri Graham.
by
full time undergradua te Iiams' "The Gl<!Ss Mehager- mg some succ~ as a bold Friday ·at 8 :~ p.lll.
Venezuela has equipped Chairman Jeff Smith, 4AMS,
What could be the reason students in the United Sates. ie," George
Bernard . Shaw's bank robber until the estabtheir government sponsored said.
The pr.Ogram will be in -The ·
behind this masking of identi- More than 2,000 students sub•
:Name; _ _ _ _ _ _.___
"Misalliance ," , and· "T h e
observatory with some of the
"Students have been com· ty? Theatre USF invites you
Fme
Arts
Humanities
-Build·
1969
th
mitted entries in
~Addrea _ _ _ _ _ _ __
e
Physicists,'' by : the gifted
largest and most sophisticated plaining that they can't find a to
'
attend Charenton and find competition.
ing (FAH) 101. Reynolds will
Swiss master of . suspense,
equipment in the world. The place to park, so they park
ECA
Reques
ts
: State & Zip _ _ _ _ _ __
out.
In addition, the Devins Me• Friedrich Duerreninat t:
be accompanied by Dr. ~cooperative agreement with where they .can and they get
min
Watkins
and ' Robert : Enclosed _ _ _ _ ($i per copy)
morial Award offers a $500
Scheduled for · openings :in
Venezuela makes this equip- ticketed," Smith explained.
Greco's Views , Gower. advance on royalties for . a April and May. ai:e -Arthur Kp- "
ment readily available for
:THE WORL]) INSTITPTE
"All commuter students are
book•length poetry manus?'ipt pit's wacky fantasy · of preda' rom Pur· ••
USF's use.
'777 United Nations Plaza
Selections
f
will
.be
urged to attend this meeting,"
- to be published ~Y the Uruver- tory motherhood, / 'Oh Dad, - On Pollution
J
chell,
Strauss;
Bach,
Verdi
:NewYorkN)
:....... ·········-· 1001 z _
'!'o b o r r o w compar~ble Smith said,
~because
some,., .. si,o/ .Qf ,Mi~inµ-i --?res~ ar;iq~ f.QOrDad;:--,Mama'_s _Hung You
•
'¥
~• ..
.
,,
•,Gr
f
~urn
<l-Q.9Tt,E\
'
s
:.
:•·
---equipment in the Uruted thing has to bl!'done'Y ·
--•• ilie '·Kansas--ct ty~ Star offerif in the Closet and ·I~m Feelin'g
Mayor Dick Grec9 will be
. ,
· ._· ,. 1 •
• .. , 1 ,.
- four $100 prizes for single So Sad " and a ·~ew and ex• on campus Oct. 22, at 2 p.m.,
poems.
perime~tal . version ,of -_Mar• in the Main Stage at the re,
•
~L
The fourth sponsor is the !owes' thriller "Doctor Fan•
.
quest of· the Engineering Colfarp.ily of H. Jay Sharp, a stus."
Kansas City patron of student . Completing ,. the new season lege Association (ECA).
~
~
LEE & WRANGLER
writing, ·which will award four - 'will be a four-play surnrne(of. . The ·ECA invited Greco to
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF
JEANS, JACKETS, BOOTS
The showing of "Calliope" a $25 prizes for poems by high fering that ,includes: "You _speak to the campus in generHIS OFFICE FOR THE PRACTICE
weekly television series of, school students of Missouri Know I Can't Hear You al on pollution · of the water
BELT.:5., HATS
and bordering states.
OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
When the Water's 'Running," and air in the Tampa Bay
~EAN HEADQUARTERS FOR MEN AND LADIES .
by,_and for young adults will
The deadline for submission by Robert Anderson; "Life area and proposed solutions
begin on Oct. 21 at 7:30 p.m. · of entries is Feb. 1, 1970, and With Father,'' the Lindsay
ENGLISH AND WESTERN
and , for this problem.
• ners ,..ill be announced on
c
f
n·te
WI.th
Br·oad
The program which follows Will
·
-•
rouse avo
·
·
"We feel that we are not ·
.
'
.
April
30
at
the
closing
reading
way's
long•r-un
a
magazine
record;
format
Shakewill
,
only
have
engineering students but
- 6027 N, DALE MABRY
of the 1969-70 American Poets' speare's '1'All's Well - That
th
young high school and college serl·es of the Kansas
are also citizens of e comCity Jew- E d Well " a d Arthur ·M1·1
-10069 N. :FLORI-DA ·-AVE.
n s
;
n
students each preparing their
munity ~at large" said John
ish Community Center. The ler's recent _ Broadway hit· Pennington,
TAMPA, FLORIDA 1
EC~ President,
own segments for the weekly judges have not yet been an• drama, " The Price."
"and have invitea Mayor
show.
nounced but in the past have
HOURS BY
A new subscription · plan, Greco as a leader of tbat
TELEPHONE
included
Conratl
Aiken,
Louis
featuring
significant
·reduc•
community to address us on
In~luded in the show will be
AP~OINTMENT
932-3501
interviews with young film- Untermeyer, Robert Penn tion in admission prices, will its problems arid possible so•
makers and an "exclusive · Warren, Philip Booth, and shortly be qffered [4'st to llu~ti~·o~n~s~·"'.__ __:__ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
members of the Asolo Theater .:
showing" of their creations, Edwin Honig.
,.,_
All entries are judged Festival Association, · then to
local musicians performing
anonymously. The author's those oh the th:eatet's mailing
their own compositions, "notname is enclosed in a sealed
list, and lastly to the · general
yet•discovered" actors and
You're not as mini ·as usual? It's only temporary,
envelope attached to his public. Those ifiterested in
playwrights, poets· and danc•
· 'you know. A monthly problem. But who cares when
entry. Complete contest rules
priority should either write
ers. There will also be fea •
. ·y ou have that puffy, bloated, "Oh, I'm so fat feeling"?
may -be obtained by sending a the Asolo State Theater Comtures highlighting· outstanding
stamped, self.addressed enve- pany, Postal Dra~er -E ; Sara•
_TRENDAR, that's who. -TRENDAR'LL help keep you
young champions in the sports
lope to: Kansas City Poetry sota, Florida 33578, or phone
·: slim as you are all month long. Its modern diuretic
world, information on educ;:g.Contests, P.O. Box 8618, Kan· Sarasota 355•7115. ·
. :(water-reducing) action controls 1;emporary pre-men'
tional opportunities and un• sas City;
Mo. 64114 .
. s.trual weight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds!) Start
usual careers, the latest fas h·
· takingTRENDAR4·to 7 days before thattime. It'll help
ion trends, in-depth reports on
Play Set For Friday~ _
-make you look better and feel better.
·
the issues of the day involving
'Exchange' Paper Back;
youth, and a calendar of
llusional E~periment '
.ff
Focuses On The Arts
events for young people in
The Exchange, a newsletter
"Purgatory and : Progres•
Florida.
published .weekly by the Divi- sion" is the title of the Expersion of Fine Arts, has reimental The11-tre presen~tion
sumed circulation this Fall.
this
Friday at 4 p.m.
The Exchange which started last winter focuses in on
Darryl Ma~ck; a_uthor and
the Fine Arts in order to keep director, claims
that · his
those interested in touch with
script
is
an
environment
al exthe latest news in Theatre,
Presents the World's Finest Films
periment
in
play
diffusion
and
Dance, Music, and Art. The
In an Unparalleled Series During 1969-1970
scope that this newsletter is illusion - with a slight marable to cover is larger, and gin for confusion.
.- may
be more detaile1,- than
_, Oct. 22, 1969 ___ _____ ___ ______ ___ __ ____ ___ MARAT/SADE (British)
In his cast are Sherrie
the student newspaper might
Ahlin, Dorene _Malinowski,
Nov. 5 __ . __ . __ . __ . ____ .. ____ _. ______ _ ___ PERSONA (Swedish)
be able to cover.
The Exchange is written by Doug Linden,· Rich Sharkey,
Jan. 14, 1970 ____ ____ _____ ____ _·__ THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS (Italian)
contributing students within Mark Goldbaum, Joseph John .
their respective fields in the D'Esposito, Doug Kaye; and
Jan; 23 __ ___ . _____________ THE UMBRELLAS OF CHERBOURG (French)
·Fine Arts. Copies are avail- Steve Short. Th,ey are all
Feb. 11 _____ .. ___ ... __ . __ . __. _.. . .. _ TO DIE IN MADRID (French)
able around the Fine Arts found in the locale indi,cated
Building, the Theatre and within the title.
Mar. 4 __ _____ _______ ... _____ . . _ NOTHING BUT A MAN (American)
Theatre Centre, and the U.C.
The director asks that _ the
audience be prepared to.
Main Desk.
Apr. 8 ____ . __ . __.___ . __.. _. _. __ . __. THE LOVE AFFAIR .(Yugoslavic)
Certain patients are being
used by De Sade as a chorus.
They are Nita Laca, Rich
Sh ark e y, Joy Grozinger,
Judee Jenks, · Scott Watts,
Rick Bowser, Diana Steele,
Mary Benson, Cherry Mcint•
yre, Carol Bischoff, Amy Milbauer, Betsy Higginbotham,
George Berberich, and Clau•
dia Juergensen.

Critics To Speak

=

1Grad Starts
!Caracas Study

°

Asolo -State_·:

a primer for the

Program Set.·.

NOW THINKING
GENERATION ...

Has . 1-0

Plays

...

'Calliope'
Premieres
October 21
1

~~

LEVI'S

J

.. HAROlD:·Ee:EDWARDS, PH.De
"

• -

i

:

. ·..

. AT
FOREST. TERRACE MEDICAL CENTER

RUSSELL'S WESTERN STORE

a

1-2-3

-_TRENOAR.. MAKES YOV GLAD YDiJREA6/Rl!

FILM CLASSICS LEAGUE
University of South Florida

OR THE CASE OF THE MISSING SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR
Apr. 22 ____ · ______________ ---- ~--- -- __
__ THE ORGANIZER {Italian)
May 6
. _________ . ___ _. __. ___. _ THE WRONG BOX (American)
I

<THE ONLY FOREIGN FILM SERIES IN TAMPA}

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
AUDITORIUM
8 P.M.-

MEMBERSHIP BY SUBSCRIPTION: $5.00
Phyllis Hamm, 1Ser:retary
SSO 11 Ext. 2645
CTR Desk Ext. 2635

DAY NURSERY
&·KINDERGARTEN
Our Day Care Program Includes Junior and Senior Kin•
dergarten at No Extra Charge.
·
·
• OPEN 6 A.M. to 6 P.M. MONDAY• FRIDAY
• QUALIFIED TEACHERS
• MEMBER OF HILLSBOROUGH cou·NTY PRE-SCHOOL
. ASSOC.

PH. 971-3954
NEAR USF _
··13202_N. ,15th s1.1

_ The Three Steps to Beauty

Are you faced with the f~ct that your ·complexion Isn't all It should be? Or r:ou Id be?
·we .can remedy that fact as easy as· 1•2•3; Merle .Norman _Cosmetics Three Steps to
Beauty. The triple-powered trio that works to give you cpmplexion perfection.
You start With All Purpose Cold Cream io thoroµghly cleanse your skin and ready ltJor
Step Two; tingle-powerejj Mlt'llcol. Mlracoi gets- skin glowing, clean and clear, softer
than ever before. Step Three Is Powder Base. This sheer make-up protects your soft
complexion and keeps it that way.
· ·

ffiERLE noRmAn cosmETICS
NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33604
PHONE: 933-4097

TERRACE PLAZA SHOPPING
CENTER MA LL PHONE: 911-7394

HELP Registration
Ends Here Oct. 22
Help End Legal Problems
(HELP) is a student organization which, for a $5 fee, will
provide leg_al service :when
needed for a period of one fiscal year.
The legal problems may include traffic violations, student status, draft status , or
housing di sputes, . divorce,
criminal offenses and even
the drawing up of wills.

At this time HELP has one
a ttorney on retainer and two
consultant attorneys to aid its
members. HELP also has
contact with bondsmen and
can be of immediate service
to a member . who has been
jailed.

HELP, HOWEVER, cannot
qualify as an organization
until it meets the quota of 500

UC

~

EVEN TS

members. Richard Plocica,
corporation vice president and
president of the USF chapter,
stated (at interview time)
that only 40 people had paid
and become members.
·
He emphasized th at "HELP"
is not only for, 'hippies a nd
people wh.o get busted for
drugs, but it is also for th e
average student who has
housing · problems, or 0ther
problems out of or within th e
University_structure.
"MANY STUDENTS do not
realize the legal process due
to them and before they find
out they may spend up to
$5000 and a lot of unnecessary
time on duties that HELP
would take care of."
Registration for HELP will
continue until Oct. 22 on the
first floor of the University
Center (UC).
After the closing of registralion there will be an organizational and informational meeting at 8 p.m. in the . UC that
We<inesday. Closed seminars
and · additional m~etings will
be held at intervals during the
year,

March of The
Spring Hare
... An Honest

"A Man and A Woman"

'

.

,.t:

Y.ou may call them ·hip
kids, easy riders, swingers
or heads.
Spring Hare_ shows you ·
that -they are real people.
Wril!en and Directed By

Jack Baran .
Starring

Dan a~ason

Harvey Marks
Musio By

EARTH OPERA
. R- lath11
NO ONE UNDER 17
ADMITTEDI tD's'REQUIRED
.

--

WEEKDAYS ;.. SNOW$7 & •
SAT, l SU!f, ..., SNOWS 3 ·$ • 7• f
PALMS THEATRE

4191 ·14th Av■ , Nt,

PIHlla1 Ptrlr
'"· s«.aan
_ FRH

-,.•-~- U11ot,t1. P■rkl■ • With Attond!!'J• hr. s

/@I'~

A six-week, non-credit course
1

Tickets are now on sale at the University Center (UC) Information Desk for The Kinetic Art being presented by the UC
· on three con~ecutive Tuesdays. The dates are Tuesday, Oct. 28,
nd
a ;i:i:e\vill be two showings on each date, 7 and 9 p.m. in
the BSA. Tickets are $1 per showing for students and staff, and
$1.50 for general admission.
The Kinetic Art offers the first showings in the United States
of new films from the world's leading film makers. These programs include the latest works from Prague, Milan, Tokyo,
London, and Paris.
The 26 films that will be shown during the three programs
run from 55 seconds to 55 minutes ln lengh. They are divided
into three separate programs which offer a broad variety of
cinematic material: pop, documentary, animated; experimental and dramatic.

o ,·:

Frolics .Tickets
On Sale· Oct. 21

This fall, the USF Student
Government will present Fall
Frolics 1969, featuring Nov. 6,
Sergio Mendes a-nd Brasil '66
in concert at the Curtis Hixon
Auditorium in Tampa, and
Nov. ·1, a concert-dance fealuring the Tams Revue in the
USF Gym.
USF Student Tickets for
~rgio Mendes and Brasil '66
will be on sale at the University Center (UC) Desk only
from Oct. 21 at the price of
$2. A USF I.D. must be presented for the purchase of a
"Student" ticket.
EACll USF student may
purchase
tw_o tickets with his
'+'
I.D. Public Tickets will be on
I
sa: at the Curt·1s Hi_xon Box
Office only. ~They- wdl ,be on
!?ale Oct __15, for $3.50 and

fered during the summer, but
Dr. Bridges schedule allowed
only time for one class fall
quarter.

The classes are held Moncan be made Oct. 17 and Oct. day from 3 to 4 p.m. Parents
20 'at the UC Desk. Organiza- are invited, but they may not
tions registered with the Uni- attend without their child. Fee
versity will receive informa- for the course is $30 and covtion sheets this week.
ers parent and child, and the
THE CONCERT-dance on tambourine and xylophone.
Friday night, Nov. 7 will feature the Tams Revue, a 22
piece soul group famous for
their nwnber on bestseller
"Be Young, Be Foolish, Be
Happy." USF student admission to the concert-dance will
The Student-Faculty Associbe $1.
ation, SFA, ,vill meet at 4
These tickets will be avail- p.m. Thursday in University
able to USF students from Center 251. Officers for the
Oct. 21 at the UC Desk only. coming year will be elected,
A limited number of public and the group will hear retickets will be made available ports from its several ad hoc
on the night of the perfor- committees on recent campus
mance at USF Gym Box Of- problems, according to an
fice.
SFA spokesman.

SFA To Elect
New Officers

==~-.

Dial-A-Study
,Open Evenings
-This Ouarter

eassAideR
m~~

.

PETER
FONDA-DENNIS HOPPER
.
R£STRICHO-Pt,.on1 ""cl•r 115 not •~"'•tt t if,

•~t-~'"'d by o,areru or adult

f u11d ,U1

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity believes that man is a social being and this was indeed
the case when the fraternity
held its annual Mini-skirt
party Oct. 4, at the Tampa
Men's Garden Club.
Earlier in the day, eligible
pledges were initiated into the
fraternity. They were: Dave
Brewer, Warren Dudek, Tom
Fox, Mark Gumula, Danny
O'Neil, Dave Powell, Tom
Salva, Brad Schwartz and
Chuck Wagner. Mark Gumula
was selected as Best Pledge of
Quarter III, 1969.

ALPHA EPSILON Pm
Alpha Epsilon Phi sorority
initiated six new sisters last
week : Barbara Blum, Sherry
Abramson, Lorrie Dale, Eddisy Hershbein, Carol Shayma n
and Barbara Zaidman.
The AEPhi's have a new
junior advisor, Jackie Hunter.
Sherry Abramson was chosen
best pledge by the sisters and
given a gold necklace. Paula
Herzfield is pinned lo Howie
Ross, TEP.

DELTA DELTA DELTA
The new pledges of Tri
Delta are: Susan Conrad,
Candy Daniels, Patti Eaton,
Judy Gunther, Lynn Gibbons,
Rusty Hicks, Vicki Houser,
Elyse Orrell, Debbie Overman, Barb Poblocki, Lynn
Stanecki. We are very proud
of them all!
Tri Delta would like to
thank Ray Davis, Willard
Brimm, Richard Moore, Ron
Postma, Rich Smith, Val Nettles, Frank P uleo, Dennis
Noto, George McQuel, Bill

Meetings
Set By Clubs
The Geology Club will hold
its regular, bi-monthly meeting next Wednesday at 2 p.m.
All students and faculty mem•
hers are invited to attend the
meeting which will be held in
the Chemistry Building room
207. For further information
contact John Ryan, extension
2236.

PHILOSOPHY

Philosophy majors desiring
to make comments or recomm endations concerning the
Course offerings of the Philosophy Department prior ·to the
Student - F aculty Curriculum
Committee meeting Friday
may contact either Stan Barber (932-1517) today after 5:30
•p .m. or tomorrow after 2:30
the field of medicine must p.m. or may contact Michael
have an M.D. at the time of Mainguth (876-4503) between
7-10 p.m. today and Thursday.
application.

TWO TYPES of grants will
be available through IlE
under the Fulbright-Hays Act:
U.S. Government Full Grants
and U.S. Government Travel
Grants.
Applicaton forms and information for the students
currently enrolled at USF
may be obtained from Career
Planning and Placement Center, Library room 518, ext.
2295. The deadline for filing
applications on this campus is
Nov. 1.

Cashier's Hours Set
Beginning Oct. 20, the Cash·
ier's Office will be ope11 from

:_9_:a::.m::::_,_::::to:_:3~1!::·m~._ _ _

Sedgewick , Jeff Hartson,
Mike Johnson and Tommy
Borrell for all their help during rush.
The new officers of TriDelta are: Social Chairman,
Gayle Rawls; Asst. Scholarship, Mary Kay Nessett; Asst.
Treas., Debbie Wood; Public
Relations , Chris S m i t h;
Pledge Trainer, Mary Beth
Fry; Sponsor C h a i rm a n,
Betty Kess ing; House President, Julie Hale; and Activities Chairman, Andy Anderson.
On the social scene, Lindy
Mansfield is lavaliered to a
Lambda Chi at Florida, Gayle
Rawls is engaged to Steve
Martin, and Clyde Smith is
pinned to Tommy Borrell.

Sociology
To Support
Moratorium
The USF Sociology Club, at
its first meeting of this academic y e a r, unanimously.
passed a resolution in support_'
of the Vietnam Moratorium_:
today.
"Resolved: that the Sociology Club at USF actively sup- ·
port the Vietnam Moratorium, ·
Oct. 15. Any intensive discussion of Vietnam that may lead ·
to a speedy end to the war is
a worthy activity for all students at USF, indeed for all_ .
Americans."

WE
DELIVER

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
New fall pledges and their
office are: Gwen Gove, president; Kathy Tummin, vicepresident ; Katy Waas, secre•
tary.
Also, Elaina Jackson, Jr.
Panhellenic Representative,
Diana Hungress, chaplain ; De
De Reed , projects chairman;
Diane Field, Big and Little
Sister Chairman; and Janet
Chitchfield, historian.
Oct. 26, KAT alumns will
host a tea in honor of the
newly established Delta Rho
chapter. Parents of all sisters
are invited to attend the tea
at the Junior League Head.
quarters on Davis Island.
In the love circle, Kay
Stoltz was lavaliered to Ralph
Murray, Delta Tau Delta. Ceil
Wilson is pinned to Danny
Harbin, ATO; Gayle Klar is
engaged to John Lund, Phi
De1t. Karen Solomon is engaged to Scott Christianson,
TKE and Denise Garcia is en- gaged to Jim Cantrell. Alumna Linda Cal'michael is getting married Saturday to
Herb Strickland in Jacksonville.

---

EVENINGS
PLEASE CALL
BEFORE 11 P.M.

HAVEA
PARTY WITH
JERRY'S
LARGE AND SMALL
ROOMS AVAILABLE
"COME BY

TONIGHT"

..,

..
'

••

TEMPLE TERRACE
PLAZA

PH. 988-7391
'

----------------------, ,'
'!

N.Y. Drama Critics
Circle Award -

SEASON'S BEST

gi\1NG

~

THE

NEW
ROCK

MUSICAL

MUSICAL

Bayfront
Center
OCT. 16 & 17

8:15 P.M.
TICKETS
$2.50 · $3.50 · $4.50
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

BOX OFFICE
OPEN

Enclo11 stamped, addreued enve•
lope and mall with check to "YOUR
OWN THING", Bayfront Center, 4001st St. S., St. P1t1rsburg, Florida.

9:30 A.M.-5:30 PM

TICKETS ALSO AT WARDS IN ST.
PETERSBURG, CLEARWATER, TAMPA,
BRADENTON and SARASOTA

_!~=============~-=
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Course Drop

During the evening hours, nors.
students may dial language
CANDIDA'l'ES WHO wish to
and shorthand exercises and - apply for an award must be
any audio program that is on U.S. citizens at the time of ap.
A rev1s1on in the course
the regular .day schedule at plication, have a bachelor's
drop
date is now in effect as a
the laboratory. This service is degree or its equivalent beresult of the Oct. 1 University
available from 5 to 9 p.m. on fore the beginning date of the
Senate meeting. The final
Mondays, Wednesdays and grant and, in most cases, be
drop date will now be on the
Thursdays.
proficient in the language of 30th day of classes during the
The Center ·will be open the host country.
sixth week of a regular quarMondays, Wednesday11 and
Selections will be made on ter.
Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 9
the basis of academic and-or
Previously a four week or
p.m.; and Tuesdays and Friprofessional
record, the feasi- 20 day period was allowed by
days, from 9 a .m. to 4 p.m
bility of the applicant's pro- the Senate.
posed study plan, language
Instructors are urged to
-p reparation a n d personal give their classes course level
qualifications.
and content outlines no later
Preference is given to appli- than the end of the first week
cants between the age15 of 20 of class.
and 35 and to candidates who
Students must also be ishave not had prior opportuni- sued progress reports prior to
ty for extended study or resi- the drop (without penalty)
dence abroad, with the excep- date.
tion of those who have served
A drop slip must be signed
in the armed forces.
not only by the student but by
Creative and performing the instructor of the course
artists will not be required to being dropped. The instruchave a bachelor's degree, but tor's signature is an indicathey must have four years of tion that he is aware of the
professional study or eq uiva- student's intent.
lent experience.
As an additional aid to inApplicants in social work structors, the Registrar's Ofof professional experience fice is now required to furnish
must have at least two years · them with a revised class roll
after the Master of Social no later . than the end of the
Work degree. Applicants in second week of the quarter.

Extended

PANDO COMPANY in asso6ation with
RAYBERT PRODUCTIO NS oresenls

ll'IIHt

GREE :H:BE AT

Deadline Set Nov. 1
Grant Application

· Because of the past de. mands for the availability of
, block seatj,ng arrangements,
several · sections have been
\ blocked off -to be made avail.; able to -university recognized
-------------- '-'......;._..... __;..;._ _ _ _ _ · organiz,\tions who wish to sit
The Institute of Internation· together in a group for the
" concert. (Group ·-size must be al Education (lIE) officially
.· between the -, minimum of 42 opened its competition for
persons and a maximum of grants for graduate study_ or
research abroad, and for pro112 persons;.)
These block arrangements fessional training in the creative and perfdrming arts during the academic year ~970,71.
The purpose of the grants is
CANNES FILM FESTIVAL-WINNER! ,;Best Fil~ a New Directof'
to increase mutual understanding between the people
of the U.S. and other
countries through the exchange of persons, knowledge
and skills •.
IIE annaully conducts the
oompetition for U.S. Govern•
ment Awards under the Fulbright-Hays Act and the comThe Instructional Materials
petition for grants offered by
Center has new and expanded
various foreign governments,
:services for students this
universities, and private doquarter.

Aman
went
looking for
America.
And
cou!.dn't·
find it
anywhere ...

During the sessions, the
children delve into areas of
sound discrimination, movement and pitch, melody, and
rhythm.

TWO CLASSES were of-

,- · · ,°

·

By .

in "Developing Mu s i cal
Awareness in Young Children" is being offered by
USF. The class, opened to
children four and five years
old offered through the Office
for Continuing Education and
taught by Dr. Virginia Bridges, Associate Professor of
Music Education.

The only instruments used in
"SPLIT ENDS"
the course are a seven-inch
· "The Split Ends," will play for the Gym dance Friday, at 9 tambourine and an eight-note
p.m. The first annual USF dance contest will be held at th_is xylophone, which the children
dance. Prizes will be awarded to first and second place cou- can keep at the end of the
pies. Admission is $1 per person.
course.
.
ART EXHIBIT
Sixteen lithographs by Federico Castellon based on The • ~~ ASKE!! about the
Mask of the Red Death by Edgar Allen Poe are on display in children s recep~on of t~e
. the UC Gallery, room 108_Castellon, born in Almeria, Spain, in ~curse, _ Dr. Brid~es said,
1914; has taught at Columbia University, Pratt Institute, and
Sometimes, the ch1~dren are
the New School for Social Research. His work is in ~e collec- much more perceptive than
tion of the Whitney Museum of American Art, The Metropolitan we are."
f F'
Art Th
Museum of Art, the Pennsylvania Academy o me
s,
e
She also said that, "They
Art -Institute of Chicago, and the Library of Congress.
must learn to. listen to music
OKLAHOMA _
"Oklahoma" is the weekend movie Friday Saturday and actively, they can't listen
Sunday. Showings are at 7:30 p.m. in the BSA. Admission is 35 passively."
cents.
Seven children are enrolled
in the class, as compared to a
summer enrollment of 24.

•)!~~ ;~ $4.50.
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for the
Now Generation •••

...

Children's
Music Course
Offered Here

THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, October 15, 1969-11

STARTS THIS FRIDAY
2-4-6-8 & 10 P.M.

PROTECTIVE LIFE·
Has Done A Lot Of
G_raduate Study
And we've come up with some pretty important inf~rma•
tion , For example, we know that college men are m the
best health period of their lives, that they have a greater
life expectancy, and that they will command greater incomes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
And became of this, we've desigried a special life insurance-savi ngs plan especially for college men. It's called
the Protective Life College Senior-Plan, and offers exceptional benefits at preferred rates, Coverage includes
accidental death, disability, and a protected insnrability
benefit. The College Senior Plan has no war exclusion
clause, offers full aviation coverage, and . be',omes com-·
pletely paid up at normal retirement age. Also; premium
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
·
Get full details from these College · Representatives:
Richard Greenlee
.
,
. · Robert Mey.er '
Adcock-Moore l'c Associates
Suite 206, Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel. : 877-8391

·
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PROTECTNE LIFE INS URANCF COMPANY ..
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BEER BLAST

With The Soul Sounds Of The
Raven

THURSDAY 9 to 12 P.M.
GIRlS $1.00
CAN DRINK
GENTS 3.00

All YOU

~~.
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Liberal Arts Encourages
Off Campus· Quarter

Mid-East War:
Destruction
torn by aggression to resist
occupation."
SHE PAUSED fpr a second and changed the tune
of her voice and added,
"Last week I lost one of
my three brothers. He was
on a mission near Tel Aviv
inside the occupied land:"
The Palestinian resistarice- movement gained
momentum after the Israe--.
Ii attack on. El Karameh on
21 March, 1968. At the time
the BBC reported that Israel was faced with strong
resistance. never witnessed
before in the area and Israel - left in El Karamali
many.casualties.
After this battle volun•
teers from all over the
Arab world joined the commandos movement. Students quit their universities and schools and joined.
Contributions came from
everywhere from individuals
a n d governments.

(Continued from Page I)
you that have a full determination not to be defeated
in our principales and
rights."
She stopped for awhile
and then added, "It was
easy for Israel to occupy
vast Arab lands, but it
shall not be easy for Israel
to stay and to hold."·
_She looked toward the
camp and, tears in ·her
eyes, said, "Our ageqr-par•
ents may live for some
time with their misfortune
in refugee camp, but our
young people refuses ·to
meet death except through
struggle.
"Those young men , are
meeting their death in the
occupied land, are not terrorist as they are -called by
the Israelis. Those are
young p a t r i o t s from
schools and uniyersities
rushing back to homeland

Ashbal Training With Guns

An experimental course in
Curriculum Study will be offered at USF during the Win/

Do you wear

CONT/\CT LENSES?

NewsWISHER'"
gives you
greater wearing comfort

It's the swinging-est way to get greater
-· )"earing comfort and keep your contacts
' _spar~lingclean. Used with new Contique™
. Clean-Tabs and Soak-Tabs, Swisher. har. nesses the water power of a faucet to clean
delicate lenses without rubbing or scratch··, ing. Eliminates a ny c ha nce of lens loss
•down the drain, too._
: Atk yciur druggist for a Swisher Care Kit,
-~- Use the coupon below and save 25¢. For a
_; free booklet, write Alcon Optical Products,
: , Box 1959, Fort Worth, Texas 76101.

· •------------,
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REDEEMATYOUR DRUGSTORE
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with this coupon and purchase of
ONE SWISHER CARE ~IT .

I

'".~I

Mr. Dealer: Alam will rede-em this couOOn for

I

:~•-~eplKif. tu~~~!irn~~:t~~~ ~~l~~eta;~·i~rJ I
l!~:~v~hi, ~!;/~~~bi\:d: I
.'~•·I ~h~J~~hif1l~~f
Mail to: Ale.on Opth:al/Bcn: 1959/Fort Worth, I
. ~ Taus 76101.
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Ashbal In .The War Game
Saudi Arabia, Kwuait and
Libya contributed their
shares.
Weapons and arms were
bought from any open 'supermarket' East or West.
"Fedayeen" is an Arabic
word . for the commandos
meaning people of sacrifice
or the redeemers.
THE FEDAYEEN were
trained on guerrilla warfare tactics in Algeria,
Iraq, Syria and E'gypt._ Al
Fatah opened their own
schools where students get
half a day of schooling and
half a day of training.
Fadia told me, "Your
press once called our cubs
'Ashbal' this is the generation that will reach the
Mediterranean." She continued, "It is about time
that we regain some of our
pride and identity."
Now the whole world
knows -a:bout the Palestinian Resistance Movement._
We are fighting a war of
liberation. We are determined to liberate our beautiful · Palestine from the
Zionist occupation. "
I noticed in all my interviEfws that people are very
careful to differentiate between "Zionism" and "Judaism." "Judaism is a
p3:rt of our culture.
''IT IS ONE of the greatest religions of mankind. It

was born here in this Holy
Land," Fadia, the attractive Palestinian girl explained while pointing to
the West.
"But Zionism," she said,
"is a political movement.
It was founded by Theodor
Herzl in 1897 at Basel,
Switzerland. This political
movement advocates the
establishment of National
Homeland for the Jews and
gather them."
Then Fadia voiced her
opinion, "But I think the
Zionist movement insulted
many Jews by saying they
need a National Home to
live in because they are incapable of assimilating in
the cultures of the countries they have resided in
for centuries."
I spent the whole day listening to Fadia and other
people of various degrees
of education telling me
their feeling, aspiration,
and ambitions.
I learned many . things
about the history of the
present conflict w h i c h
dates back and relates to
the events of the year or
1915. The year of 1915 was
abundant with promises
and counter - promises,
pledges and secret agreements. And above all, ambiguous, contradictory declarations.
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ter Quarter 1969-70. CBS 483
will be a credit course in
which students and faculty
will cooperatively examine
and possibly recommend revisions in the Basic Studies Pro- ·
gram at this institution.
The course will -b e designed
to test the -character of joint
student-faculty effort in academic planning, to give students training and insight in
the realities of academia, and
to gain new perspectives -for
actual application in curricu~ ·
lum revision or evaluation.
The steering committee for
CBS 483 recommended that
the course carry 5 hours credit, consisting of two meetings
each week of the full class in
2 hour blocks and 1 hour for
sub-group meetings. The regular grading system was recommended rather than _:the
pass-fail.system.
ALTHOUGH IT has been
suggested that the -course
should be worked out in cooperation with the Student Government or decided as part of
the course, the initial steps,
however, could proceed as follows:
v A critical review of the
current Basic Studies Program.
v A similar review of reforms that are being espoused
by students and other critics.

·------------------...
The Freedom Finder-

~:

135 hp and $300
worth of extras, too!

v A study of literature in,
General Education with discussion of its relevance to
current affairs.

considered full tim_e students
during this time.

ning and finalizing plans now
if interested.

Those students not meeting
Under a new Off-Campus
The fee also entitles particiTerm Program (6CT) , every · pants to Health Services the requirements for particistudent in the Liberal Arts available here. While off. pation (Junior level with a
College will be encouraged to campus, they will be covered GPR of not less than 2.0) may
spend one quarter away from for $75 of hospitalization fees petition to the cnmmittee for
campus, preferably in the and $25 medical expenses.
permission to take .p art in the
Junior year.
The program was approved program.
and
went into operation Sept.
STUDENTS interested in
The OCT Program is devel-22:
As
of
yet;
there
are
no
full
learning
more about this prooping u~de~ the supervisio~ of
time employers but by July, gram may attend a General
a faculty-student . committee
1970 it will be a full time oper- Orientation, Monday, in the
with Prof. : Willard .JvlcCrack- ation, p,ending cabinet approv- · University Center Room 248.
en, associated professor of a l of funds. .
·
Dean Russell. Cooper, of Lib._eral Arts, will be the keynote
Fine Arts, chairman, and Clif~
ford . Fairbanks, 5PSY,. ·as· ex- - Fairbanks -:hopes for . "be- speaker at this t ime. Other
tween 50 and 250 students to . speakers will discuss the variecutive director. USF is one be
involved ,next quarter."
of the few schools in the coun~ Juniors anq. seniors may par- ·ous aspects of the program.
try to offer such a program.
The follO\,ving Wedresday,
ticipate; but sophomores '
Five programs will go into should apply and -begin ·plan- : and every Wednesday thereafoperation in January, 1970,
but ·interested persons should
.
. ,# ~
..a.
begin making plans· for Quar,-~~ - ~'6'~
.,,
..._.
~
~
'_I
~
With The Soul Sounds Of The
ter ILas soon as possible, by
~~
'
r.
Raven·
contacting Fairbanks at 974THURSDAY 9 to 12 P.M.
2171 or Social Science Phase
_ 30th s ·t . At Busch.
.ALL YOU
GIRLS $1.00
II (SSO), 132.

..-.
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OCT - DIFFERS from the
Co-operative Education program in that -it emphasizes
studies rather than earnings.
At this time the new program
~fl! is basing its operations on
i~¾ plans already used in the
co-op program and its offices
~ are located in the same building. The program involves
only one term, although students may re-apply.

i:

Curriculurri Study Offered
As Experimental Course

'·

~

By MARY ELLEN MOORE
Correspondent

For a $40 registration fee,
(more for out of state) students interested in OCT may
a rrange Independent Study
courses, so although the program itself is non-credit, · a
student will receive credits
fur an Independent Stucjy
course taken simultaneously.
Students may arrange to be

OPEN THURS. Thru SUN.

ter will be held more specific
orient ations, open to the public in SSO 210 from 2-3 p.m.
At these meetings, specific
questions will be answered
and a revised explanation of
the programs offered will be
distributed.

FASHION PLUS
"Body Shirts"

BEER BLAST

f,

CAN DRINK

GENTS 3.00

TREAT. YOURSELF TO
A
RAZOR CUT
-SPECIAL

$3.00
FOR MONTH
OF OCTOBER
AT THE

-FRATERNITY
.
HOUSE
UNIVERSITY PLAZA

APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE.
PHONE 971-3633

"YOUR HAIR
STYLIST"

New, unusual styling, fang
"straight wide collars with high
·bands, two-button cuffs and
new fashion colors mark this
newest · addition to Fremacs
complete shirt selection.
_ freinac:s " Body Sh irts" .$6.00

CFREMACS'

gram in which the student
works for the government in
Washington, D.C. He would
earn the same salary as an
employe with regular experience.

v Attempts to identify the
pressing modern issues that
are not being adequately
dealt with in the present college curriculup-i.

v Huanitarian Action Program (HAP) through which
inter-action between the University and the community
would be increased.

v Study a11d determine appropriate methods of teaching
or attacking different topics.

For example, a student
would volunteer to work in
Appalachia where he would
·receive room and board in
lieu of pay and would participate in community activities.
"It would be an experience in
poverty," Fairbanks says.

GROUPS IN THE class
might be given such divergent
tasks as polling other students
on campus, interviewing faculty and citizens or searching
for significant literature. Another approac·h might involve
role playing on specific topics.

v Foreign Study Travel
Program will enable students
A student committee ap- to make a non-tourist travel
pointed by the Student Gov- study of a foreign country. "A
ernment with a faculty advi- student might, for · example,
sor, Edward Caldwell, direc- go to France and study
tor and assistant professor in 'French culture, such as art,"
E valuation Services, will se- Fairbanks explains. Dr. Mark
lect participants from appli- T. Orr, International Studies
cants. The selection commit- Chairman has contacts in
tee will consider the following 1Euorpe and will be instrument al in helping out with this
factors in selection:
program.
and waivers.
v Independent Research
"' A - majority should have
• and Study (IRS) through
completed CBS at USF.
which a student may plan a
"' Majority should be at or study project with the chairnear Junior "level.
man and a professor of his de,,.,. All Colleges · should have partment. The art ma jor, for
example, might livein Greenat least 1 participant.
wich Village in New York for
The maximum number of a term. He would be self.
student participants is set at supporting.
·15, and the course is open to
,,., Own P 1 a n s Program
all students. Three faculty
through which a student
members will be attached to
would find his own employ. the course.
ment with the assistance of
v Employer - Intern Pro- his department.

Dean's List For
Business College
$3,201 00
.'

,•

DELIVERED IN TAMPA
PLUS TAG AND TAX
Front disc brakes! Fully padded bucket seats,
heater/defroster. roll-up windows, tach,
tonneau. Even an electric clock and radio I
A total of 27 items worth $300-all standard I

DATSUN
SPORTS CAR 2000
FELLOWS MOTOR-CO.
813 W. KENNEDY 253-3106

Listed below are the students from the College of
Business that made the Deans
list for Quarter IV. With this
issue, The Oracle begins a
regular feature to recognize
students from each college for
making this list the previous
quarter.
ACCOUNTING
• Fullerton, Ke nneth H 4ACC
Gaddis, Floyd D 3ACC
Holbrook, Ant hony R 4ACC
*Martin Ill, William H 4ACC
Ne wsome, Lar ry J 3ACC
Nigels, John W 4ACC
Parris h, J ames D 3ACC
Smith, Gary L 4ACC
Tondreau!!, Stephen H 3ACC
*Woodling, Robert W 3ACC
ECONOMICS
* Durhan, Michael D -4EC N
* Evert, William H 4ECN
Murray, Michael J 4ECN
FINANCE
Mcnetll, M James 4F IN
Marshall 111, Stewart 4Fll'1

,

MANAGEMENT
*Corre ll , Lin B 4MGT
Da vison, J ohn A 4MGT
*Diamond, Wayne D 4MGT
F ullenkam o, Ronald J 4MGT
*Harrison, · J ames D Jr. 3MGT
Humble, Joseph R 4MGT
Jones, Cecil H J r. 4MGT
* Leach, George W 3MGT
Leavine, Wilburn W 4MGT
Luper, Ha rold L 3MGT
Martens, Max ine T 3MGT
*P lock , Roger K 3MGT
Saulvester, Edward L 3MGT
Schley, Herber t H 3MGT
*Sims, John D 3MGT
St rieby, J ohn F 4MGT
Webb, James L 4MGT
Wh ile, Louis P 4MGT
MARKETING
Aguero, R ichard F 4MKT
Albertso n, John B 3MKT
Bazata, Robe rt J 3MKT
Borasio, David P 4MKT
Fogerty, J ohn J 3MKT
*Gooda ll, Ross C 3MKT
Loria, William M 4MKT
Mathews on, Willia m J 4MKT
Reeve, Forres t P Jr. 4MKT
Sm ith, Ch este r D 4MKT
*Trombley, Gary R AM KT

*Indicates 4.0

vVe happen to be involved in one of the fastF or example, in our Applied Research Labest growing fields in the world. Communications.
oratory, the newest sectors of theoretical and
And because we also happen to be growing _applied research in the areas of mathematics, physright along with it; we n eed people who can think ics, computer systems, electro-optics, information_
for themselves when they are handed responsibil- systems, and operations studies are explored.
ity, not become confused by it.
_
Whether you lean toward -designing elecIndividuals. The kind of people to whom a tronic switching systems for our telephone comchallenge is a goad, not an excuse. Who v1ion't be panies or the development of _electroluminescent
content to -just sit around .until they get a gold devices for Sylvania, we have a place for you.
watch and a pension.
· On one condition.
·
There's a lot to be done. Interesting, proThat there are no strings attached.
vocative work for almost every kind of engineer
and scientist.
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